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INTRODUCTION

In the Export Administration Act of 1979, Congress mandated that the

X Department ot Defense prepare and maintain a Militarily Critical Technologies List

- (MCTL) and further indicatea that this List should become the basis for nefense export

control procedures. While the primary emphasis of DoD efforts to meet its

responsibilities under this Act has been on the development of the MCTL, Don has also

been concerned with the activities required to in-ýorporate the List, as it is formulated,

, 1. into export control processes and institutions. These activities are related to the

following objectives for implementing the Critical Technologies Approach to export

control:

- Maintain, update, and substantiate the MCTL

- Incorporate the MCTL into the DoD export license review process

- Integrate the MCTL into U.S. export control regulatory mechanisms

- Prepare Critical Technology proposals and negotiate those within COCOM

Betac has devoted its energies, under this phase of its Critical Technologies Project

' . (MDA 903-78-C-0137), to assisting Dol. in specifying the actions that should be taken to

achieve these objectives. This Final Report presents Betac's assessment of and resulting

1 '- recommendations for this implementation process.

i i• In an earlier report Betac concluded that, as part of the process for implementing

the critical technologies approach for export control, the existing system for processing

. export license applications within the Department of Defense needed to be revised.!- A

major thrust of this report follows up on this conclusion by presenting a specific option

I/ Richard H. Van Atta and David L. Gandle, "Preliminary Concept for Implementing the
t Militarily Critical Technologies List (MCTL) in the DoD Export Control Process," BetacL Corporation, July 1980.
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for revising this system and by assessing the documentation and the information

"%6 "processing requirements necessary to implement this option. The adequacy of current

procedures and statements of policy in the area of export control are assessed and

* pspecific suggestions are made for improving the definition of responsibilities and the

specification of duties that are required to have a fully effective export control

process. This report also addresses the need for improved data base administration

I. capabilities to facilitate the operation of a revised export control process.

Currently the main document articulating Defense export -ontrol policy is the

"Interim DoD Policy Statement on Export Control of United States Technology" issued by

*i Secretary Brown on August 26, 1977. During the years since this Statement was issued, a

number ot memoranda and other documents havya been issued to implement various

aspects of the policy. However, there has been no overall implementing documentation

that provides a coherent and uniform statement of responsibilities and functions for

export control. More-ler, the enactment of the Export Administration Act of 1979, as

well as the on-going programs within D&D regarding export control, have modified and

reoriented some aspects of the policy laid out in the Interim DoD Policy Statement.

"Therefore, we have concluded that a new Dol) Directive on Export Control is now

t necessary and that the existing Interim Policy Control should be substantially revised.

Al 1. This F.inal Report on implementing the Critical Technologies Approach to export

controls is organized into four chapters. Chapter I p:esents our recommended option for

revising the export license review process. Documentation requirements are addressed in

Chapter 11; a ne-, DoD Export Control Directive is proposed and the Interim Policy

Statement is assessed as a basis for revisiLn. In Chapter III a program is recommended

- for providing data base capabilities to support the implementation effort. Lastly,

F iChapter IV discusses t .e steps required to institutionalize the assessment of critical

technologies within the Depar.tment of TDefense.

li
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i• 1 CHAPTER I

REC"MvIENF)ED OPTION FOR REVISING THE m EXPORT

4 LICENSE REVIEW PROICESS

4 1.1 Introduction

As part of its overall tasking to develop a program for implementing the Militarily

." Critical Technologies List in the r~efense export control process, Betac developed a

number of options for improving the DoD export license processing system.!' These

.1 options present various methods for distributing export control responsibilities within

DoD in order to ensure that all licenses will receive adequate assessment for national

security impact, and that such assessments will be carried out within the time limits

established by the Export Administration Act of 1979. The imposition of time limits on

:'4 the assessment process, however, creates a variety of problems for the adequate

assessment of license applications and intensifies the need for a restructuring of the

"license review process to include only those activities that are absolutely essential to the

. [ protection of U.S. national security. With this purpose in mind we developed several

options: each embodying certain advantages and disadvantages over the others; they

were not, however, intended as the definitive set of all possible methods of altering the

export licensing review process. They were intended, rather, to serve as positions from

which to discuss possible changes in license processing. From this range of options,

presented herein as Options A through D, a final option, shown as Option E, was

developed based on a review with export control officials in DoD of the set of original

- i options. Option F has become the basis for revising the export license review process

within DoD.

S [
1/ Richard H. Van Atta and David L. Gandle, "Preliminary Concept
Tor Implementing the Militarily Critical Technologies List (MCTL)
in the DoD Export Control Process", Betac Corporation, July 1980.

1-



1.2 General ConcernsI}

Five alternative options for DoD export license application processing are

discussed below. The disting"ishing characteristic of each one is the differing locus of

i 1 responsibility for day-to-day export license case processing. Option A illustrates the

7 .present licensing system, with responsibility for processing activities centered ir, the

Deputy Director for Export Control, a new positicn proposed to formalize the duties

presently carried out by Captain Howar within the Office olf Technology Trade. Option B

is a processing system in which operations are centered in a Joint Defense Export

4 L Control Group (JDECG), made up of representatives of the services and concerned

- agencies within DoD. Option C is similar to Option B, but with changes made to

"eliminate possible duplications of effort, and with a balanced review role for both the

Services and IP&T. Option D is an attempt at streamlining the system by having a "Lead

Service" in charge of specific technology areas. Option E is a recommended composite

L. of the other options, based on discussions with OSD export control officials.

A fundamental question common to all of the options is that of manpower

resources. We have structured the various choices with a presumption that the changes

A called for will take place within existing manpower limitations. Individuals needed for

participation in the JDECG which is proposed in Options B and C below, or other new

activities, can be drawn from existing export control billets, if necessary. This is not to

say that additional manpower resources could not be usefully applied. Case processing

i •time would be positively effected by the addition of new manpower resources in any or

* Lall of the options. Additional manpower would be especially important in Option A, i.e.,

the continuation of the present system. It is our belief that only if additional manpower

I [! resources are added at the IP&T Export Control Office level can the present system

1-2
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"remain viable. Such additional manpower resources could maintain a stronger liaison

with the Services and would reduce the need for the Services to take the lead in day-to-

day license processing functions. However, as it is not likely that additional manpower

will be available lor the processing of export license applications, we have focused on

what can be done within existing personnel levels.

A question which is relevant to all of the processing options presented here, but

which has not been addressed in this assessment, is the relationship between the license

applicant and licensing officials. This relationship has bot.h a feedback and a lobbying

aspect to it. This relationship, althbugh informal in nature, forms a significant part of

the license review process. While we do not depict this relationship in the option

diagrams presented below, we recognize that it might be useful in the future to develop a

formal structure for integrating this activity into the licensing process. As noted by

• 4 i officials within the government, the efforts of industry to monitor cases within the

export license review process are often carried out at very high levels within T~oD and

DoC, quite removed from those who are knowledgeable of the status of the application.

The establishment of formal procedures for feedback to industry may help alleviate this

problem. This is a question that shoutd be addressed in detail in the near future.

A consideration common to all of +he options, except for Option A, is the

S1. structure of support activities necessary to maintain communication between the new

"organizational entities and the rest of the processing system. These are questions for

which pragramatic solutions can be determined after deciding upon the broader

j organizational options. Thus we have not addressed these questions in this chapter; we

do treat certain aspects of communications among the various organizations in

S 1. subsequent chapters.

1-3



OPTION A

Option A, illustrated in Figure I-I, is basically the system presently in use for

DoD export license application processing. This system is centered on the position of the

¶ Deputy Director for Export Control in IP&T. Incoming cases are received by him and

then sent out at his discretion to the Services (or other parties such as OSDPE(R&AT))

for evaluation. The results of these evaluations are returned by the Services or other

reviewing parties to the Deputy Director 4ho then formulates a DoD position based on

these inputs. This decision is then sent to the Commerce Department as the official r~ol

opinion on the case; should the case be subject to specialized treatment or to inter-

agency disagreement, this decision will form the basis for DoD representations in the

~Ii Operating Committee.

>g j Advantages:

"-- Centralized supervision in OSD/IP&T allows easy contact with Commerce,
SI State and other concerned agencies.

-- Deputy Director, in "cut-and-dried" cases, can make decision on case

S! without having to involve the Services or other levels of DoD.

-- "Processing time for case after technical evaluation is completed may be

I shortened as Deputy Director can directly formulate a DoD position on

license application.

"- Deputy Director gets technical information first hand; knows who to contact

* for any follow-up information.

"• - Option A is basically a continuation of the present system and .would not

* [: require a readjustment in the processing structure.

.-r" [- Disadvantages:

Deputy Director chooses Services to which specific cases will be sent; some

Services may not receive cases, and thus review may- be insufficient.

- Deputy Director sometimes may deal directly with a single technical

evaluator in a given Service and thus bypass the Service's export control
ooffice.

1-4
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-- The heavy workload placed on the Deputy Director and his immediate staff
by this centralized processing of cases may not permit proper assessment of

cases in the time constraints imposed by the Export Administration Act of
1979.

-- Services unsure if adequate use is made cf their assessments after they are

sent to OSD/IP&T.

As can be seen from the above listed disadvantages, concern is centered on the

inability of the Services, under Option A, to review all incoming applications or to choose

those they want to evaluate. At the same time, the funneling of all cases through the

Deputy Director results in an overload on his office that slows down case processing and

makes it difficult for him to engage in other activities necessary to the effective

operation of the system. What is desired is a system that can meet the designated time

constraiats while guaranteeing a thorough analysis of the national security impact of a

I given export. The general opinion which we perceived in our series of interviews wvith

i- DoD export control personnel was that, under Option A, the former needs tend to be

given precedence over the latter. This is not surprising, in that the time constraints are

* more tangible requirements than the degree of assessment necessary for "adequate"

1 review.

r] OF ION B

Option B, shown in Figure 1-2, presents a system in which the Services have the

primary role for day-to-day case processing. Representatives of the Services and other

" concerned DoD agencies meet as the 3oint Defense Export Control Group (3DECG) to

"p I review incoming license applications from Commerce or State and decide whether their

respective agencies or Services will conduct detailed technical assessments of the

F application. After the opinions of all of the agencies/Services have been determined, a

joint position will be formulated by the 3DECG representatives and presented to the

Fi IP&T Export Control Deputy nirector (MD), who will sign off on the decision and forward

1-6
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A "it to Commerce. If, however, a consensus cannot be reached in the JDECG, the IP&T

V Deputy Director will arbitrate the dispute in an effort to find an agreeable position. If a

consensus still cannot be reached, the IP&T Deputy Director formulates a final Doll

position based on the material produced by the J31ECG members and sends it to

1 Commerce as the DoD response to the application.

Advantages:

-- Deputy Director freed irom heavy case load and day-to-day export license
processing; can devote time to management, evaluation, policy & precedent

, setting cases, inter-agency issues.

-- Services allowed to see all export license applications coming into Do1D from
-I Commerce and to choose those which they vwant to review..I

--- 3DECG representatives monitor and direct the assessment of cases within
their respective Services to make sure items are thoroughly analyzed within
the established time constraints. If more time is needed, they must present

-f reasons to the 3DECG.

Disadvantages:

".- 3DECG formulation of joint position on an application" after technical
evaluation may be an unnecessary step. If 3DECG representatives are in
agreement, case can be passed directly from Services to Deputy Director's
office. If they are not in agreement, lD would call them together anyway.

-- Administration/management responsibility is diffused.

2 Being removed from routinr' case processing, the Deputy Director, in Option B, is

able to concern himself with supervisory matters to a greater degree, and to troubleshoot

problem areas in the export control system. The problems with this option lie in the lack

of definition of the operating mechanisms for adminihtering reviews through a "hybrid"

committee, and the belief that the use of the 3DECG to devise a joint Services position

on a license application after technical evaluations are completed is unnecessary and can

- just as easily be done by the Deputy Director. Another issue is the problem of the final

2/ The details of administration of this approach have not been
i; worked out.

•' I-8
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I. disposition by OSD of IDECG export license recommendations, even if they are

consensus recommendations. ODIUSDR&E(IP&T) reserves the right to veto any J.•ECG

recommendation, even a unanimous one, if they do not agree with the Services' position,

ailowing th2 Services to reclama, if they so desire (See Option C, below).

OPTION C

4 t For this option (see Figure 1-3), as for Option B, the Services and concerned DorT)

agencies meeting as the Joint Defense Export Control Group (JDECG) receive export

license applications from the Department of Commerce, after which the applications are

I passed on by the group members to their respective Services/agencies for evaluation, if

' 1 oesired. The results of these analyses, including recommendations for approval or

rejection of the application are passed.on to the IP&T Deputy Director who formulates a

DoD position based upon the technical evaluations of the JDECG representatives'

organizations. If there is agreement among the evaluating agencies, then the IP&T

Deputy Director formalizes the decision and passes it on to the Commerce Department.

I If there is disagr"eement, however, the IP&T Deputy Director, as in Option B, calls in the
JDECG representatives and technical evaluators in an attempt to reach a consensus. If

, lno consensus can be reached, the Deputy Director formulates a DoD position on the
application. Unlike Option B, however, the Services have a "Right of Reclama" over this

;r position. Only after the Services and the fleputy Director have worked out their

differences, keeping in mind the statutory time limits for export license processing, is an

1.. official DoD position finalized and sent to the Commerce Department.

P

S' Advantages:

- No unnecessary JDECG meetings after technical evaluation of cases.

S- In the event of lack of consensus among Services over disposition of a
specific export license application, the DoD decision formulated by the DO
will be reviewed by the Services and subject to a right of "reclama" by them
before the decision is sent to the Commerce Department.

ji 1-9
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Other advantages same as Option "R1".

" I Disadvantages:

Allowance for Service review of OD decision and "reclama" procedure before
case is returned to Commerce may create major time delays in controversial
cases.

i thisAs noted above, the time element is the center of difficulties f r this approach.

If this approach were to be pursued further, a determination should be made as to the

amount of time that Service review and reciama might take. Given provisions of the new

Export Administration Regulations promulgated by the Commerce Department in July,

these functions could ".ose a stumbling block to the protection of U.S. national security

1 1 since they might act as a detriment to the meeting of processing time limits and thus

force hasty technical assessments.

I OPTION)

"; IThis option, shown in Figure 1-4, represents a somewhat different approach from

that of the other options thus far presented. This approach would move the greater part

r"L of DoD export control functions down to the Service level, but would not use a joint

[ Service group as the central point for license processing. Instead, the Commerce and

State Departments would receive a list of the lead Services for specific types of cases,

(e.g., computers, electronics, etc.) and license applications would be forwarded to the

I lead Service for the item to be assessed. At the same time, the other Services would be

L informed that the lead Service for this case had received the application: these other

Services could then ask for copies of the application package in order to conduct their

own review if they so desired. After evaluation of the application, the lead Service

4 j would either send the application directly back to Commerce, if.none of the other

Services had evaluated the application, or, if there were multiple Service opinions, the

lead Service would attempt to resolve any differences. If unreconciled differences still

II-
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existed, the lead Service would forward the case to ODFIJSrR&E(IP&T). Should the case

be forwarded to ODUSDR&E(IP&T), the same procedures would be followed as in Option

C, although the reclama procedure outlined in Option C is not included here. Any

, - reclama procedure in this approach would be carried out after the case had been returned

to Commerce or State. The Services, specifically the Navy, claim that the reclama

procedure is ineffective if the case has already been returned to Commerce or State

before a reclama process can be completed. Adding a reclama process to this option

prior to sending the application back to the referrii.g agency once again would bring up

* - the question of time constraints. The following is a list of specific advantages and

i disadvantages of Option D:

Advantages:

I - Elimination of "middleman" groups and positions between Commerce and
Service technical evaluators should speed up processing of cases.

As in Options B & C, would free Deputy Director from heavy case load and

day-to-day export license processing.

Disadvantages:

Commerce may send cases to technical evaluators noted for their "leniency"

~' [ with certain items.

- Lead Service's opinion may be taken and used as basis for licensing decisions
before the opinions of "other interested Services" are ready.

Right of reclama to be exercised only after case decision has been passed
back to Commerce.

-- Idea of lead Service reconciling position with other Services may be
unnecessary step similiar to JDECG post-evaluation meeting described in
Option "B". Case could be passed directly by Services to DD if there is no
disagreement; if disagreement exists, could be settled by DD meeting with
Service reps.

In theory, at least, the elimination of any "middlenan" position should result in

, [ the saving of a considerable amount of processing time. A problem arises, however, with

* the proposition to send the application to the lead Service while informing the other

I i 1-13
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I . iServices that such an application has been sent to the lead Service and asking if they also

want to review. it. Unless a full application with complete accompanying documentation

I lis sent to the other Services, they may not be able to accurately determine if they want

to (or need to) review it. Thus, rather than just inform the other Services of the

- application, it might be necessary to send copies of the entire package to all the Services

(which would essentially counter the notion of a lead Service).

Option D, at first glance, resembles proposals by the GAO, among others, to

remove the Dol) from any role in the export control process other than that of making

technical assessments. The post-technical assessment phase of Option D, where Service

differences exist, however, brings ODUSDR&E(IF-&T) as an equal partner into the

process. As noted above, this may complicate the time-saving aspect by the need for a

SSeryice right of reclama. This option.would appear to be advantageous then only if the

?lead" Service tended to be the only Service interested in reviewing a specific assigned

license application. The need of the lead Service, according to the given format, to

-I reconcile its opinion with those of the other Services if any of these Services have also

) ,.reviewed the case and disagree with the lead Service's assessment result in an activity

identical to that of the post-assessment use of the 3DECG in Option B. As noted in

Option C, this may be an unnecessary activity and could just as easily be carried out by

the IP&T Deputy Director. The cases could be sent directly to the Deputy Director from

the Services, and he could arbitrate any differences among them himself.

OPTION E

This option, shown in Figure 1-5, is a composite of the other alternatives, based on

discussions with OSD export control officials concerning the advantages and

r disadvantages of Options A through D. Incoming cases from Commerce or State initially"

S1-14
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would be reviewed in IP&T, which would then inform the Services and other reviewing

- agencies of the case, after which the Service would decide whether or not it desires to

perform a full technical assessment. If so requested by a Service the entire package of

I information concerning the case would be sent to that Service, whose technical

evaluators would review the case. The Service would then develop and submit its

recommendations to the IP&T Office of Export Control. The Export Control Office

I , Deputy Director would formulate an initial DoT) position on the case; this initial position]li would be sent to the Services for review where, if there is disagreement with the IP&T

position, the Services could exercise a right of reclama concerning the case. Keeping in

mind the statutory time limits for processing, a decision would be reached within DoD

(although conceivably it could have been carried as high as the SECDEF level before it

was finally decided) and the case then sent off to State or Commerce as appropriate.

This option maintains the distribution of cases to the Services as proposed in

Options B and C, but does not utilize a coordinating group, such as the JDECG, to

•I - t develop an overall Service position. There was basic agreement within Dot) that the

creation of any additional bureaucratic entities within the export licensing process should

be avoided. It would appear that Option E can satisfy most of the Service requirements

for access to cases, while not further encumbering the organization. However, as is

discussed in Chapter III, this option poses immediate requirements for arl export control

SI data base to manage case processing.

F

Advantages:

~ [ -- Minimizes organizational /bureaucratic changes.

• -- Maintains centralized OSrI management of process.

L-- Allows Services opportunity to select from all incoming cases those of
interest for review.

i •- Maintains single (OSD) focus for DoD interface with other agencies.
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Disadvantages:

-- Requires increased management information and coordination capabilities to
effectively monitor process.

1.3 Conclusion

"- Of the five options presented here, Option E most closely meets the needs of all

concerned parties while fulfilling the primary goals of adequate assessment within the

time constraints established by the EAA of 1979. It represents a workable distillation of

"the other options, and can be specified in further detail to operate on a test basis. This

-" specification would include such subjects as scheduling, distribution of information,

interaction with applicants, and reclama procedures. The next two chapters address the
process of implementing Option E: Chapter 11 discusses the type of documentation DoD!

requires to implement this option; Chapter III treats pertinent data system requirements.
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ICHAPTER 1I

I RECOMMENDED CHANGES TO DOD DOC'I IMENTATION FOIP

-IiPLEMENTING EXPORT CONTPOLS

.-1

5 2.1 Introduction

*i j L Our review of existing guidelines for implementing export controls in the

\I' Department of Defense indicates the present documentation is inadequate. In this

Chapter we analyze this documentation, propose a new DoD Directive for export control,

and recnmmend that DoD issue a Secretary of Defense Policy Statement on Export

Control to replace the Interim Policy Statement. The three Dor) documents most

pertinent to export control are:

1 (1) Department of Defense Directive No. 2030.4 on DoD Sup.ort for the
Strategic Trade Control Program, December 11, 1962.

- 1. ] (2) Department of Defense Directive No. 5030.28 on Munitions Control
Procedures for U.S. Munitions List Export License Applications Referred te
DoD by Department of State, March 10, 1970.

'_. L (3) Interim DoD Policy Statement on Export Control of United States
Technology, August 26, 1977.

J These documents, appended as references to this chapter, require extensive revision and

-- ' iupdating to provide the necessary basis for DoD export control. -

• The first document listed above presents DoD responsibilities for Strategic Trade
controls. This Directive is cut of date, referring both to legislation that has long since

S[ been superseded and to internal organizational responsibilities that have been radically

altered. It is our recommendation that this Directive be cancelled and replaced by a

I I- Directive that reflects current legislation, organizational responsibilities, and policies.

[ In this chapter we present a recommended draft for replacing this Directive. Moreover,
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i the Munitions List Dlirective, the second document listed, while not outmoded to the

same degree as that for Strategic Trade, still requires updating. The recommended

rlirective presented in this chapter combines the Munitions and Strategic Trade export

J control directives into a unified statement, not only updating the separate documents.

but also integrating these two related aspects of export control.

tF 7The third document li- ted is the "Interim loDl Policy Statement on Export Control

of United States Technology" issued on August 26, 1977 by Secretary of rDefense Brown.
r

This document presented a set of guidelines for carrying out rDoD ,esponsibilities within

the U.S. export control system. These guidelines were largely based upon the

1. recommendations of the Defense Science Board Task Force on U.S. Export Policy which

] V called for the focus of national security export control concerns to be placed on "critical

technologies." 1 / *rhe Interim Policy Statement was especially concerned with actions to

SL bring about the implementation of the Critical Technologies Approach (CTA).

I.•

Since the Interim Policy Statement was issued there has been considerable

progress made in developing the CTA, ahd some significant international developments

have transpired which directly impact on U.S. export control policy. Therefore, this

j j chapter reviews the actions cal!ed for by the Interim Policy Statement, .-nalyzes the

degree to which they have been successfully carried out, and assesses how the

requirements they were to fulfill may have changed over time, particularly with regard

F -- to functioning of the export license review process discussed in the preceding chapter. A

determination is made of the continuing applicability of some sections contained in the

"j Interim Policy Statement and of the need for provisions to cover new policy problems.

SL _I A "Critical Technology" was defined in the Interim Policy Statement as a technology
whose acquisition by a potential adversary could make a "significant contribution,
which could prove detrimental to the national security of the United States, to the
military potential of such country."
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These results are then used as a basis for recommending a new DoD Poli-y Statement on

Export Control.

T2.2 Dor) Export Control Directives

BRased on a review and assessment of existing DoD export control documentation,

we have concluded that a new Directive for Dor) export control responsibilities is

required. This determination was based on the age of the existing export control

I directives and their resulting failure to address many of the most urgent concerns of the

present DoD export control system. These concerns include:
, ] 1

.,- The need for continued development and implementation of the critical
technologies approach to export controls within the DoD Export Control

System.

The need for greater efficiency in DoD export license application processing
S I in order to provide thorough license application assessments within

* , I. legislatively mandated time limits.

I , | The need to better define and formalize relationships between
"a . ODUSDR&E(IP&T), the Services, and other DoD components involved with

export control matters in order to maintain better communications and
maximum use of available 'esources.

Since the issuance of SECDEF Brown's "Interim DoD Policy Statement on Export

Control of United States Technology" in August 1977, DoDIs strategic trade initiatives

have been focused on the development of the critical technologies approach to export

control. The promulgation of the proposed DoD Export Control Directive presented here

would be a significant step in the further institutionalization of this approach. Unliket-.

the present Strategic Trade Directive, this new directive specifies the responsibilities

I.. and duties of the DoD components involved in export control and tasks them to make use

of critical technologies materials in carrying out their duties. It also directs the Services

and other DoD components to provide technical expertise for the continued development

Sand updating of the Militarily Critical Technologies List thereby formalizing their
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participation in Critical Technologie.s implementation. Further steps toward this

objective of a more formal process within DoD for assessing critical technologies are

U" discussed in Chapter IV.

The Export Administration Act of 1979 included mandatory time limits within

I', which export licenses applications had to be processed through the multi-agency I.s.

export control system. These time limits have resulted in a need to move applications

quickly through the rDoD export control .license processing structure: this need for

speedier processing in turn has raised concerns that case reviews may not be sufficiently

"thorough to ensure the protection of U.S. national security. In Chapter I, we presented

~ 1.• as Option E our recommendations for reyamping the DoD export license processing
"11

system to deal with these dual concerns regarding time and effectiveness. This proposed

] directive is worded to put into effect the changes in DoD export license processing

I2 presented in Option E which include time limits on case processing, formalization of

contact positions for export control in the Services and other c6ncerned DoD

t components, reclama procedures, and strengthened and formalized communications/

feedback channels between OSD and the Services.

In the ,)roposed directive which follows, we have combined the substance of the

two directives on Strategic Trade and U.S. Munitions List items into a, single revised

S[ document covering both the dual-use and arms sales aspects of DoD export control

responsibilities. We believe that the amalgamation of these two directives is an

SX I appropriate step, given their common purposes and goals. It is important to note that

Don directives are general statements of poli :y and responsibilities. It can be expected

that additional nor) instructions or mLmoranda may be needed in order to delineate in

greater detail the exact methods by which the duties and tasks outlined in this DoD

Directive will be carried out.

2-4
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T The documents listed as references in the proposed DoD) directive are included in

this report as Appendices A through I. Among them are the two current directives

T (Appendices H and 1), presented for purposes of comparison and contrast with their

proposed replacement.
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Proposed DoP) Export Control Directive

SSUBJECT: Processing and Evaluation of Dual-Use and Munitions List Export
License Applications through Don)

I REFERENCES: (a) Export Administration Act of 1979
(b) SecDef Interim Policy Statement on Export Control of U.S.

Technology, dated August 26, 1977
(c) Executive Order 12002 (42 CFR 35623), July 7, 1977

¶ (d) Arms Export Control Act of 1976, As Amended
(e) Executive Order 11958 (42 CFR 4311, 44 CFR 7939, 44 FR

56673) January 18, 1977
" " (f) International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR), (Revised
"• "L Version, to be effective in 1981) (22 CFR Parts 121-130)

(g) National Policy and Procedures for the Disclosure of Classified
Military Information to Foreign Nationals and International
Organizations (National Disclosure Policy, NDP-I/II

(h) DoD Directive 2030.4, "Support for the Strategic Trade
Program," December 11, 1962 (hereby cancelled)

(i) DoD Directive 5030.28, "Munitions Control Procedures for U.S.
Munitions List Export License Applications Referred to DoT) by
the Department of State," March 10, 1970 (hereby cancelled)

' (j) Memorandum of Tneputy Secretary of Defense Djuncan on
I I• Reorganization of the Do1 Export Control System, dated 19

May 1979

1. PURPOSE

This Directive

a. Updates and combines references (h) and (i), which are hereby
, "superseded and cancelled.

4 b. Establishes policy and guidance for the operation of the DoD Export
Control System in carrying out the processing of CCL, COCOM IL and
Munitions List export license applications.

[ c. Assigns responsibilities, delineates requirements, and states objectives
of the DoD Export Control System.

. 2. APPLICABILITY AND SCOPE

-' The provisions of this directive apply to the Office of Secretary of Defense
L (OSD) and the Military Departments (hereatter called "DoD Components"),

specifically those DoD Components t' at control and manage programs,
personnel and other resources involved in the CCLICOCOM IL/Munitions List

. export license review process.

3. POLICY

[ United States policy towards strategic trade and toward the export of items
on the U.S. Munitions List is governed by separate sets of statutes and related
material:
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I A. For strategic trade, including those items whose export is controlled
under the U.S. CCL and Multilateral COCOM lists, it is U.S. policy as
mandated by Reference (a) above, to prevent the export of goods and
technologies from the United States to nations whose acquisition of such
items might increase their military capabilities in such a manner as to
be detrimental to the national security of the United States, while

"T minimizing the degree to which such restriction inhibits U.S. trade.
DoD's primary objective within this context, as called for in Reference
(b), is the protection of U.S. leadtimes in the application of advanced
technologies to military use.

B. For items on the U.S. Munitions L.--., it is U.S. policy to permit the
export to friendly nations of munitions articles and services and related
technical data, including manufacturing license and technical assistance
agreements, provided that such export is consistent with the protection
of security interests of the U.S. It is DoD's objective to examine the
export if such items from the viewpoint of the Government's arms
transfer policy, foreign policy interests, applicable legislation and

- specific disclosure policy considerations.

, . C. In making judgements on both strategic trade and Munitions List export
license applications, DoD evaluato, ' will employ to the maximum extent:1 , possible the critical technology a proach as set out by References (a) &
"(b) and further developed within JoD.

4. RESPONSIBILITIES

"". A. The Under Secretary of Defense (Research and Engineering) shall be
responsible for

1. Providing policy guidance to the Military Departments and other
DoD components involved in the processing of strategic trade and
munitions list export licensing cases for the carrying out of their

" . export control assignments.

, - 2. The Administration and management of the export control system
Siiwithin DoD.

3. Establishing the DoT) position on individual strategic trade and
Munitions List cases.

4. Developing programs to facilitate the processing of strategic trade
and Munitions List cases efficiently and expeditiously, drawing
wherever possible on the critical technology approach mandated in
Refs. (a) & (b).

5. Consulting with ASD(ISA) on matters of international security -and[ policy relating to strategic trade and Munitions List export
applications.

6. Identifying Critical Technologies on a continuing basis.

7. Informing the Military Services and other concerned Doo
components of all incoming cases and offering them for review.

11 2-7
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R. The Military Departments, the 3CS and other 1lor) components
. concerned will:

1. Each designate a single point of contact to communicate with
USD(R&E) on strategic trade and Munitions List cases and related
actions.

2. Each provide USF)(R&E) with a list of types of exports that they
want to review in all cases.

S,3. Insure that all cases selected for assessment are evaluated by
qualified technical personnel.

4. For each strategic trade and munitions list case completely review
and return license applications to USD(R&E) with a recommendation

111 within

a. Thirty (30) calendar days for strategic trade cases

b. Twenty (20) calendar days for Munitions List cases

5. Provide copies to USP(R&E) of any formal correspondence with
other executive branch departments and agencies having export
control responsibilities.

C. In providing recommendations to USD(P&E), the Military Departments

and other concerned DoD) components will:

1. For Strategic trade, focus recommendations concerning export
licensing, as mandated in References (a) and (b), upon the need to
control the export to adversaries or potential adversaries of

L. militarily critical goods and technologies. These goods and
technologies consist primarily of

-ja. arrays of design and manufacturing know-how;
b. keystone manufacturing, inspection, and test equipment;
c. goods accompanied by sophisticated operation, application or

maintenance know-how

2. For Munitions List items, identify, as a basis for making the
licensing recommendation, the following:
a. material or data to be controlled and its end-use;

b. Security policy interests and/or implications, including '.,e
current security classification, if any, of the item involved.
Reference (g) will serve as guidance for recommendations of
this type.

3. Consider for each proposed export, the following:

a. Military advantage or detriment to the U.S., and impact on
U.S. Government policy, including consistency with military
objectives, plans, and operational requirements.
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1 b. Copyright, patent, and/or other proprietary rights involved,
and the U.S. Government interest therein.

I C. Impact on military assistance programs, sales, loans and
grants, co-development, co-production, and data exchange

•I agreements.

d. Impact on DoD research and development, production,
procurement and supply for United States Armed Forces,
including whether use of U.S. Government-owned tooling and
industrial facilities is involved.

Se. Level of militarily critical technologies embodied in the export

f. Ability of the importer to prevent re-export of such
-- technology.

" 4. EFFECTIVE DATE AND IMPLEMENTATION

S-This directive is effective immediately. Two (2) copies of each
implementing document will be forwarded to the Under Secretary of I
Defense (Research and Engineering) within thirty (30) days.

I

7.
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!,.Ii
" 1. 2.3 Background to Critical Technology Export Control Policy Pievelopment "

The Defense Science Board Task Force Study on I U.S. Export Policy and tile

Interim Policy Statement were issued in response to the needs created by changes in I I.S.

It export control policy that occurred in the late 1960s and early 1970s. This change in

policy was officially embodied in the Export Administration Act of 1969. In this act,

U.S. export policy was modified from one having a primary concern with the protection

of national security, to one having dual goals of promoting trade to the maximum extent

possible while placing controls on those items whose acquisition by an adversary or

potential adversary would be detrimental to U.S. national security. Not only would an

,2 export's contribution to the military capabilities of a potential adversary have to be

demonstrated, as had been true under the old law but it also would have to be shown that

.*, this contribution actually was detrimental to U.S. national security. The old theoretical

basis for export controls had rested on the premise that any item shipped to the Soviet

Union would free up Soviet industrial resources normally used in its manufacture for

application to military production. Thus almost all manufactured goods, even those with

"exclusively civilian uses, became candidates for export control. The basis of the new

:1 policy was that an item should only be controlled if it could be demonstrated that, if

I4 exported to an adversary or potential ad iersary, the item could be applied to military use

or have technology extracted from it in such a way that an increase-in the adversary's

._ military capabilities would result sufficient to be damaging to U.S. national security.

Tile question now arose as to what level of increase was considered to be "damaging to

U.S. national security." The major purpose of the Interim Policy Statement was to

j provide official guidelines for determining the answer to this question when evaluating

export license applications.

2-10
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4u The methodology which the Interim Policy Statement promulgated as the solution

S I to balancing the dual export policy objectives was the "Critical Technologies Approach to

Export Controls (CTA)." This concept, originally set out in the report of the rlefense

S.S Science Roard Task Force on I1.S. Export Policy (the "B1ucy Report"), concentrates

controls on those technologies in which the I Inited States has a significant lead time (e.g.

I - five or more years) when compared with our adversaries in the application of the

technologies to use in major military systems. The Interim Policy Statement outlined the

circumstances under which such items would be controlled and the conditions necessary

before export of these items to various destinations would be approved. It was

recognized in the Irterim Policy Statement, that in order for the CTA to be fully

effective, a list of technologies specifically designated as critical had to be developed.
4

Many of the necessary determinations which the Interim Policy Statement requires be

made in the course of license reviews could only be carried out with any degree of

4 .reliability and consistency if there was a detailed list of critical technologies to be used

as the basis for processing decisions. Such determinations begin with the basic question

of whether or not an item is or contains a critical technology. Having determined this,

follow-on information is necessary, such as the transferability of the technK,::,.v (e.g.

possibility of reverse engirneering etc.) and adversary capability in the technology. To be

as objzctive as possible, and thus to maximize the protection of U.S. national security,

such licensing judgements must be based on a more systematic review than the time-

constrained ad hoc judgements presently used in most such cases.

The Interim Policy Statement, then, gave both the first official endorsement to

the development of a list of critical technologies and, at the same time, called for steps

to be taken to initiate a critical technologies focus iri export licensing assessments while

an operational critical technologies list was being produced. Without the information and

I• guidelines that a critical technologies list can be expected to provide, however, export
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license processing could not completely fulfill the goals that the Interim Policy

Statement and Bucy Report envisioned as being the results of the implementation of the

critical technologies approach. The attempts at critical technology implementation that

have taken place up to the present can be seen as laying the groundwork for the adoption

of a fully developed critical technologies list at some future point. The list, together

with the data bases necessary to determine the relationship of specific proposed exports
to its guidelines, is the heart of the critical technologies approach. Therefore, while the

Interim Policy Statement does call for the focusing of control efforts during the

transitional pre-list period on critical technologies, those efforts to date cannot be said

to be indicative of the effectiveness bf this approach.

Since the issuance of the Interim Policy Statement, major changes have occurred

in overall U.S. export control policy, both as a result of legislative action (the Export

Administration Act of 1979) and the impact of international events (the invasion of

Afghanistan by the Soviet Union and the strengthening of U.S. ties with the People's

Republic of China). These and other less visible occurrences have caused DoD export

"control policy to evolve in ways not anticipated by the Interim Policy Statement; some

aspects of the statement have become outdated by events, while others need to be re-

written to accommodate new policy initiatives and objectives. Therefore, we present the

following review and analysis of Interim Policy Statement provisions which was done in

order to determine the need for changes in the basic formulation of DoD procedures for

the carrying out of export control policy.

<[I 2-12
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Ilk
I 2.4 Analysis of thei Donl Interim Policy Statement

"It is our recommendation that the Departrnent of r~efense issue a rloP) Policy

Statement on Export Controls to supplant the Interim Policy Statement which has

become outdated by developments in the international arena and by progress within T"ol)

! ion the Critical Technologies Aporoach. We review here certain provisions of the Interim

Policy 'Statement in order to point to the type of issues that must he addressed in

Sformulating a new Policy Statement. We recognize that considerable additiona! revic.w

- and evaluation of U.S. export control objectives and approaches will be necessary before

a new Policy Statement can be prepared.

Our review of the Interim Policy Statement identified the following issues:

o International events may have altered substantially the definition of
what types of exports are considered detrimental to U.S. security;

o Any statement on the applicability of technology controls to COCOM
countries may have undesired implications for obtaining COCOM

support;

o The subject of re-export restrictions, their effectiveness, and
alternative mechanisms for limiting re-export should be addressed;

o A consistent statement on the application of controls to different1 "-transfer mechanisms of the same export should be formulated:

o There should be a statement regarding how DoP intends to work with
other Departments and Agencies on implemenfing the Critical
Technologies Approach and integrating the A.MCTL into the export control
process.

*i
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ji Each of these issues is briefly developed in the discussion below.

Impact of International Pevelopments

The Interim Policy Statement notes that U.S. policy on international trade

consists of "two elements that are not always reconcilable." These are (0) the promotion

of trade and commerce with all other nations, and (2) the control of those exports that

could make a "significant contribution to the military potential of any other nation or

nations that would prove '- "imental to the national security of the United States."

While this still remains official U.S. export policy, the definition of what types of exports

, .would prove detrimental to U.S. national security appears to have been altered as a

, result of unexpected world events and related changes in foreign policy.

In the wake of the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, it has become apparent that it

may be desirable to control not only those technologies that offer an adversary

significant advances in military applications of advanced technologies, but also those

"technologies which allow major quantitative and qualitative improvements to the

industriaJ infrastructure of nations engaged in aggressive international activities. This

industrial infrastructuic ik the key to a nation's ability to maintain and increase the

conventional warfare capability necessary to carry out such aggressive policies. The

implementation of this new emphasis in export control would supplement rather than

replace the already established policy of protecting U.S. leadtirnes in critical

technologies. This new emphasis, however, presents further problems regarding the

policy objective of promoting U.S. exports. Its impact needs to be studied and evaiuated

as part of rDoV)'s Critical Technologies Project before a final decision is made as to its

formal adoption as part of rloD export control policy.

I2
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b COCOM Relations

The Interim Policy Statement called for Do!l advocacy of changes in COCOM

guidelines to shift the emphasis in C.OCOM export policy from control of products to

- control of technology. Congressional testimony by DoD officials indicates that the

critical technology approach has been used as the basis for U.S. proposals for changes in

COCOM guidelines in the years since the issuanc, of the Interim Policy Statement.

There have been difficulties in obtaining allied agreement to these proposals, however.

J IIn some COCOM countries, for example, the government apparently does not have

statutory authority to control technology exports and may not be able or willing to obtain.: [passage of such legislation. In order to overcome the hesitancy of cur 'OCOM allies to

adopt the critical technology approach on a multilateral basis, it may be necessary to
first successfully establish the CTA as the basis for the U.S. export control system. A

demonstrated lessening of control over products and an increase of efficiency wN'thin the

license processing system would be a powerful aid in convincing our allies of the

! . feasibility of extending the CTA into the multilateral arena. Any new policy statement,

therefore, should note the link between successful efforts of the U.S. to implement the

. critical technology approach and implementation of the CTA on the multilateral level.

ui i At the same time that the Interim Policy Statement advocates taking action

Swithin COCOM to shift to technology controls, it also advocates imposing restrictions on

f [ the export of critical technologies to all nations -- presumably including those

participating in COCOM. Since the issuance of the Interim Poiicy Statement, the

SJ question of placing controls on technology exports to our allies has surfaced in

Congressional hearings, but no substantive action appears to have been taken within Do10

on implementing these recommendations. This inaction is not surprising, as a similar

- attempt in 1964 to place strict controls on technology exports to friendly nations
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resulted in such an outcry from our allies that the offending regulations, while remaining

on the books, were "deferred," and remai so today. The issue remains, however.

whether the advocacy of critical technolog, controls on our allies would be compatible

- with U.S. efforts to get the COCOM nations to endorse the critical technologies

approach.

Re-export Restrictions

I At the present time, many of the items listed on the CCL are controlled to non-

Communist destinations only in order to obtain a guarantee from importers in these

countries that they will not allow the unauthorized re-export of the item or of controlled

products manufactured from it. If a method other than the re-export prohibitions

•--I £. contained within Validated Export Licenses could be devised to protect against re-export,

most of these items would no longer required Validated Licenses to non-Communist

destinations. This would considerably reduce the volume of export license applications

. coming into the Commerce Department. Any new floD policy statement in this area

should cite the need to develop an .alternative to this present method of obtaining

guarantees of no unauthorized re-export. It can be expected that this task would involve

I A; negotiation with our COCOM allies over questions of the need for them to strengthen

their control systems or bring them more into line with basic multilateral guidelines.

\While the non re-export provisions of Validated Export Licenses are a cause of

,[ much of the "over-control" that presently remains within the U.S. export control system,

I the effectiveness of these guarantees of non re-export has generally been viewed asI I
4 minimal. There are dpparently little or no resources available for verification of

4 [i compliance with these guarantees after they are given by the purchaser. This reinforces

the need to develop alternative and more effective methods of preventing the re-export
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of controlled items. In the meantime, the criteria stated in the Interim Policy Statement

for approval of exports to friendly or neutral nations should be strictly applied. The new

rD)oD Policy Statement should reiterate as export licensing criteria the effectiveness of

present re-export controls and the willingness of countries to monitor the agreement.

and/or maintain their own controls on the re-export of the item and/or products

manufactured from it to unauthorized destinations. Given the problems of enforcing re-

export restrictions the new Policy Statement should require that nlor) carefully

scrutinize a nation's intentions and past performance in controlling re-exports.

Transfer Mechanisms

-•The Interim Policy Statement makes two references to the question of varving

levels of control for differing transfer mechanisms of the same export. The basic view is

that DoD export control policy "shall be applied without regard" to -the tyDe of

, mechanism through which the transfer will take place. However, this is qualified

somewhat in the next section, where it is stated that "explicit account shall be taken of

" •the relative efficiency of the various methods of technology transfer." Examples of

possible transfer mechanisms are given, most of which relate to situations involving

j I personal contact between individuals rather than the shipment of goods. These examples

- include the attendance by foreign nationals at professional conferences and symoosia, the

international distribution of academic research publications, and the training of foreign

nationals at U.S. academic institutions.

Exports occurring through persona; contact are more difficult to place under

export controls than are commod.ty exports. Under U..S. law, -the fact of personal

Scontact per se is not sufficient basis for determining whethcr export has occurred, and

p therefore whether export control legislation applies. It is the extent to which the

1
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method of contact transfers the particular know-how which is to he protected that

determines the applicability of export controls -- i.e., whether an .xport has taken

place. The Interim Policy Statement called for a determination of the need to apply

* controls in the area of personal contacts and, where necessary, for I)onl to recommnend

restrictions to other "responsible government agencies" on these forms of exports.

Within DoD and within the Congress there has been continuing concern about the

possibility of unauthorized exports of technology occurring, in academic and other hers 'n-

Sto-person contacts. Tangible steps toward increased control have taken place, hoxvev.Žr,

"only since the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. Any new DoD policy statement 3v export

controls should include a recommendation that such controls be linked to the Militarily

Critical Technologies List. At the same time the new Policy Statement should continue

the authorization for the DoD to "recommend restrictions" on these types of possible

- transfer mechanisms while complete information is being developed on the effectiveness

* of this type of export.

1 In contrast to the prohibition in the Interim Policy Statement on variable control

"levels for different transfer mechanisms, the Bucy Report stated that controls should be

1' concentrated on the more "active" transfer mechanisms. No staten. !nt was made within

the report that the proposed mechanism for transfer of an export should not be

considered when making licensing decisions. The DoT) Critical Technologies Project

during Fiscal Year 1981 will inc'ude an effort to develoD information concerning the
I_

efficacy of various transfer mechanisms for the technologies listed on the MCTL. This

information, once it is produced, should serve as a data base for'overcoming the lack of

1 information on export transfer mechanism effectiveness that has stood in the way of

developing different control levels for transfer mechanisms. Therefore, it is our view

that a new DoD Policy Statement should support the possibility of varying levels of

control for different transfer mechanisms both for products and for technical

2-18
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Incorporating Critical Technologies in Export Controls

I. The Interim Policy Statement calls for the development and maintenance of a

critical technologies list. It makes no recommendation as to how the list should be used

after it is produced, other than to note that it "will be communicated to the Departments

' i responsible for administering U.S. exhort controls." The Export Administration -Act of

1979 repeated the requirement for a critical technologies list, but gave it the added

; [.impetus of law and placed a deadline for publication of the Initial List a year from the

date of enactment of the law. It also expanded on the provisions of the Interim Policy

Statement by providing that the critical technologies list, now called the Militarily

I Critical Technologies List, ultimately "become part of" the CCL. There are various

possibilities as to how the List might be integrated into the CCL: these include its

addition as an Appendix; entering the information under the pertinent CCL num,-r as a

subdivision within the entry; replacing the CCL with the MCTL, etc. No specific roD

decision has yet been made on which of these, or other, options to support in carrying out

this task. A new DoD policy statement should present the DoD position on how the

Export Administration Act provision that the MCTL "become part of" the CCL will be

implemented as official FoD policy.
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"I. The Interim Policy Statement has a provision c..ling upon the n3otl, with the

assistance of the Intelligence Community, to study "in greater depth and on a continuous

basis selected aspects of I J.S. technology over time, in order to ascertain their impact on

the military capabilities of potential adversaries and on critical U.S. leadtimes". rlue to

resource limitations within both f0oD and the Intelligence Community it does not appear

ti at this recommendation has been given much attention. Discussions occurring during

the IrmA MCTL development effort indicated that the cost in manpower and material

resources to carry out such' an effort would be considerable. Therefore, it is suggested

that a new Do1D Export Control Policy Statement should support such studies and should

state that the resources required for them should be made available. At the same time

the Policy Statement should call for maximum efforts to insure that any information

~--i obtained by the Intelligence Community or other sources concerning Soviet applications

"of Western technology to military use be made available on a continuing and timely basis

export control officials within DoD. (Section 4.4 of Chapter IV discusses this topic

further.)

The Interim Policy Statement cites the need for recommendations to be made to

the Commerce Department for the streamlining of case processing procedures and for

the introduction of the critical technologies approach into the Commerce rDepartment's

export licensing procedures. However, it does not appear that to date any voluntary

attempt has been made by Commerce to incorporate elements of the critical technology

approach into its export licensing procedures. The Export Administration Act of 1979.

however, specifically stated that national security export controls as administered by all

participating agencies will focus on the critical technology aspects of proposed exports.

This has not produced any further action on the part of Commerce and it appears that

' further development of the critical technology approach on a multi-agency basis is

dependent upon the integration of the Militarily Critical Technologies List (MCTL) into
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the CCL (as called for in the EAA of 1979), thus institutionalizing the NC'Tl. guidelines

within the license assessment process. The process of the MC.Tl_ "hecoming part of the

CCL" (as the law states), is not yet defined and will constitute a major task to be carried

' out by the Don Critical Technologies Project over the next year. Recornrnent1tions

. have already been made within roD for improvements in the interface between rDor and

other agencies involved in export control; these may be implemented as the NMCTI.

" : _becomnes operational within the (-CL. A new non policy statement should indicate how

Don proposes to extend the application of the critical technology approach into

"Departments outside of 0oD) in order to develop a uniform basis for U.S. export control

efforts.

The Interim Policy Statement underscores the need for DoD to make continual

I efforts to improve inter-agency coordination and communication in order to aid in the

efficient functioning of the entire licensing process. In previous reports2' Betac has

addressed the question of better inter-agency communications and has indicated the need

.j for such efforts, especially if the critical technology approach is to be successfully

"�- implemented on a multi-agency basis. We have specifically recommended such actions as

F." the creation of better feedback channels between Commerce and the assessment level of

-!!,, r DoD to inform DOD technical evaluators of the final disposition of license applications

they have reviewed, and the creation of a formal mechanism fo.0 communication between

I Lthe heads of the export control sections of the various concerned agencies. There is an

on-going need for this type of work; and any new statement of DoD export control policyF
1.. should retain the provision of the Interim Policy Statement on inter-agency

Sr coordination. Further expansion on this recommendation is needed in order to develop

more specific actions to be taken.

S--2/ Richard H. Van Atta and David L. Gandle, "Preliminary Concept for Implementing
4 the Militarily Critical Technologies List (MCTL) in the Dot) Export Control
i I: ]Process", Betac Corporation, July 1980.
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•I

In conclusion, we recommend that a new Dlonl Policy Statement be developed that

continues the policy thrusts outlined in the Interim Policy Statement with modification

and elaboration as necessary to accommodate the changes in policy brought on by the

1 -- impact of international events and by the further development of the critical technology

approach. The creation of a large body of critical technology material over the last year

under the IDA-led Critical Technologies Project allows a newv stage in the critical

I technologies implementation process to be-in. This new Policy Statement, like the

S- Interim, should then act both as a guide for export licensing decisions and as an outline

- for the further development of the critical technologies project.
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i lCHAPTEI- III

A RECOMNiENnEn PROGRAM FOR nEVELOPING AN

I. EXPORT CONTROL DATA BASE FOR THE ELRP

3.1 introduction

The responsibility for reviewing export license applications for national security

purposes resides with the Deputy Under Secretary of rDefense for Research and

Engineering (International Programs and Technology). His staff processes export license

applications for both technology trade as mandated by the Export Administration Act of

1979 and for the export of weapons-relaced articles controlled under the Arms Export

' Control Act. Because the requirements for reviewing export applications make a

"substantial demand on Department of rDefense resources, an effort is being made to

utilize data base automation to assist in improving the efficiency of tracking and

I processing of export license applications. A major long range program is currently

underway to develop an integrated management information system, FORDTIS, to

' provide such capabilitiesl/

In the interim, while the FORDTIS is under development, there are immediate

.. requirements for managing the flow 3f export license applications which must be met in

order to insure TDoD's responsiveness to export control requirements imposed on it by

- law. In this chapter Betac presents a phased program to meet these immediate

"FORDTIS is the Foreign Disclosure and Technical Information System. This system is
currently under development for the Office of the Deputy Under Secretary of Defenser (Policy Review) with actual monitorship of the system assigned, to the Director of

j Information Security.
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requirements by (1) providing data' base system capabilities for tracking technology

' export cases and (2) developing and testing an Export Control Information renter for

coordinating and administering Don's export control information processing and

distribution functions.

The approach presented in this chapter for developing and implementing an nsr)

Export Control Data Rase (ECnR) system is designed to assist rDor) in trackingw. reviewing

and analyzing export license cases. This approach is presented in three phases, as shown

"in Figure 3. 1. These phases are discussed further in this section.

3.2 PHASE I -- Review and Modify Present System

The current export control system is essentially a manual operation consisting of:

o OSD-level case review

o Distribution of cases to individual Military Services for review

o Compilation of Service positions

- Formulation of DooD positions

"o Manual file maintenance for case processing

o Manual report development for internal management and legislative

input.

I
The Washington Headquarters Service (\WHS) Datapoint Munitions Subsystem

contains automateJ capabilities that provide for:

I o Entering closed cases in a. Library History file

[ 0 Limited query capabilities
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o A Datapoint transaction tape of closed cases for input into the

~1 1. FORDAD System.--

'A 4
t

*1t

t. 3J 2/FORDAD is the Foreign Disclosure Automated Data System. This system was initially

developed in the late 1960's for the Assistant, Secretary of Defense (International

dScurity Affairs). I.P was developed to provide a responsive centralized information and

retrieval capability for Classified Military information (CMI) disclosed or denied by DoD.
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1f. Figure 3.1

OSD Export Control Data Rase Plan

PHASE I Review and Modify Present System

"o System Design and Modification

o System Input of Open Strategic Trade Cases

! o System Output on Open Strategic Trade Cases
'1

PHASE II Develop Export Control Information Center

4:
*1

o System Operations

o System Input of New Strategic Trade Cases
-4

. o System Outputs on Open Strategic Trade Cases

o System Test and Demonstration

I, o Education and Training

A

PHASE III Expand ECDB Capabilities

I3
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III

The objective of Pha~e I is to provide design specification to (I) initiate

data collection and entry procedures and (2) modify the mani!al operation of the strategic

export control system to an automated system in conjunction with Washington

I Headquarters Service's (\VHS) flatapoint Munitions Subsystem.

The specific goals for this phase are to:

1. Develop and implement procedures for data collection and entry to

provide:

o Input forms for data collection

1 jo Documented requirements for data entry processing to include:

-File update procedures

f -Data editing and quality control exercises

I- o File creation plan and schedule for current and back-log cases.

:'- [ Here, the focus should be on standardization of input and

simplification of the data collection process while converting the

manual operations into an automated process.

i 2. Modify the manual operation by upgrading and extending capabilities

S[ of the WHS Datapoint Munitions Subsystem to include the strategic

- export control system and provide the following:* V
o Capability to enter open anu closed cases on daily basis for both

Munitions and Strategic cases

1o Ouery capabilities for any element in a case

3-5
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1 o Data entry turn-around for cast, tracking within a twenty four hour

ieriod

o Reports of new export license cases to facilitate Service selection

of cases for review (24 hour turn-around).

To meet these requirements, the three functions discussed below should be accomplished.

System Design and Modification

A review of the present FORDArD system should be conducted and modifications

made to satisfy immediate requirements for managing the flow of export license

applications.

Conducting this review would provide an understanding of:

:1-".' .! !o Basic requirements w•hich are satisfied bv the existing system which must be

carried forward to the new technology export control system;

I •, Current system weaknesses which must be addressed by the upcoming FORn TI

system.

This understanding would be essential input to the Phase It effort described in thle next

section.F
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In modifying the WHS Dlatapoint Munitions Subsystem, the following factors should

be evaluated:

o Flexibility and Ease of Modification - An examina':ion should be conducted of the

computer program code to determine whether new or revised computer program

S, functions may be implemented efficiently and with predictable results.

o Operating Effectiveness - Assuming that the evaluation of other criteria siows

i that the modification of the existing system can meet immediate requirements,

the system should be implemented and evaluated to determine how effectively itH- operates in the current environment.

System Input

The data structures and content of each element of information which must be

• 4. entered and processed for the initial input of current CCL and COCOM cases must be

defined. After the establishment of data structures, the data must be entered into the

system according to a schedule for data entry In terms of content, volume and format.

This sch.dule would be utilized in Phase il.

System Outputs

[A
In order to meet the immediate requirements of ODIJSDR&E (IP&T), the present

WHS Dlatapoint Munitions Subsystem auerv capabilities need to be modified to providie

for the following:

.o Report listing all new cases and the status of all pending cases

o Reports on case processing for management purposes.
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3.3 PHASE 1I -- Develop Export Control Information Center

The objective of this phase is to develop and test a data base administration and

: I control center for the 1no,) export control process. To accomplish this objective.

procedures will have to be developed for system implementation, operations, test and

t .. evaluation, coordination and control of data resources, and training. To administer and

control the above activities, a specific operation will have to be set up for data base

"administration (DBA).

In order to solidify the concept of DBA, it is necessary to define the functional

L responsibilities, emphasizing the theme of coordination and control. The DBA operation

* r is defined as a "human function responsible for the coordination of all data related

activities." The primary purpose of the DBA is to match the needs of the organization

F with the appr'opriate response from the information s-"tem, and vice versa. The T)RA's

primary focus is on the origin of data, how it is selected, how it enters the system, and

. the timing of its collection and entry. These activities are of critical importance for the

- reliability and general utility of the information.

.The primary communication between the OUSDR&E focal point and the

information sources would take place via the DBA operation; the DBA Qperation would

[ coordinate and regulate activities between the two. Thus the DBA plays a critical role in

determining how effective the information system is for the export control process.

During the operational phase of the system, the I)RA operation becomes the focus of

responsibility for data usage, system modification, andcestablishment of procedures to be

followed in the event of system malfunction (e.g., data base~recovery).
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The data base administration plan described below should be used to centralize

data-related activities and administrative control.

I ~Data Base Administration Plan

ST It w.ll be crucial to the success of the Export Control Data Base (F(-IIx) that

there be a clear understanding of the role of the DRA operation. Therefore, letac

,1 [ recommends that a Data Base Administration Plan be developed to include:

j o Data Collection and Distribution Procedures

1 o Data Base Control Standards for

- Data I Jsage

- Data Access and Manipulation

,.I - Data Edit and Validation

o Computer Operations

i 1 •- Operating Procedures

- Scheduling

- 1 - Restart and Recovery Procedures

"j o Data Base System Management

[- Performance Management

- Audit Trails

- System Improvements

[o Education and Training,-- equirements
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] S5ystem 'Input

The system input function can be divided into two general areas:

t

- o Data Preparation and Entry - As a follow on to the completion of Phase 1. the

input of current open cases, the update of open cases with responses from

Lt Services, and the start of the entry of the closed case backlog would have to he

performed. This data should be entered utilizing the input form shown in

Figure 3.2.

.j o Edit Procedures - Reviewing, editing, and the exercising of quality control over

J• the data input for the ECDB will have to be performed to ensure that the

quality of input be uniform so that the data base remains as consistent as, is

practicable. As part of this activity an error follow-up report should be

:A ideveloped that will identify for system users errors in the data base that have

-Ibeen detected and corrected.

System Outputs

A protocol needs to be developed to define reporting requirements. The protocol

should consist of a preliminary identification and organization of new reporting

I requirements based upon an analysis of the currently existing system (manual and

automated). The protocol should identify reporting requirements in terms of:

I17
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jFI, IPE 3.2

EXPORT CONTROL

, "BTR CASE NO. OC DOC. NlO/SlIPPL.EMENT C(rL NO).

COMPUTER MEMOI NO. •WAIVrTR NO.* ! )ATr RFCFIVri)

L .SUBJECT

APPLICANT NAME

APPLICANT CITY/STATE

CITY COUNTRY

COI ., ,TIES

QUANTITY PART NO./DESCRIPTION VALUE

71

END USE:

REFERENCE DOCUMENTS:

I I CRITICAL TECHNOLOOv FLA•

LICENSING HISTORY

i.

AGENCY DATES RECOMMENDATION _,_.... ..

_________ OIuT Ini APPROVF OR.imT r.p!i"- ".

ARMY

NAVY ....__

AIR FORCE . ... __ .

"ORE '"

DIA
NSA .. ...._;

DoD-TT _,

OTHER ....
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Ro eport purposes

o Relationship to functions performed

o Content

1 o Frequency

o Anticipated vo!ume

i I" o Use by others.

System Test and Demonstration

The ECrB Center should be operated over a period of time to determine the

extent to which such a facility adequately meets nor0 immediate requirements and to

determine how such a facility could best be integrated into the FOP DTIS concept of

"- ' operations. At the end of this period, the data center concept of operation should be

evaluated and modifications proposed.

[ I Education and Training

A training curriculum should be developed. Training must be provided to data

!I processing personnel in implementation, maintenance and operation of the data base

"center. Users external to the data center must receive training in concepts, data

• L availability, data entry, report generation and query facilities.

3.4 PHASE Ill -- Expand ECDB Capabilities

This phase of the project, to commence after the successful completion of Phasd

11, would expand the capabilities of the Fxport Control Data Base (ECr)B) Center to

include additional near term system requirements and prepare the ECDB for integration
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into the FOROTIS. While some requirements beyond those listed-under Phase II can be

identified, the specification of such requirements should be founded on the experience

gained from the development, operation and testing of the EC•IM Center in Phase 1I.

For this reason, the specific tasks comprising Phase III should be developed after

Phase TI is well underway. Some of the activities considered for possible inclusion in the

Phase III effort are listed below-

o Develop a network capability for the I.CDB to link Military Service and OSD

export data systems and initiate an electronic mail operation for case

processing and information access.

o Complete definition of license application parameters on closed cases for full

text.reference data base.

4
o Develop and implement an Export Control Regulatory Documentation File to

permit computer access, retrieval and cross indexing of the various export

control lists (CCL, COCOM IL, Munitions) and related documentation (Export

Control Commodity Number, &4CTL, reference cases) utilizing full text

retrievai capabilities.

L o Develop Historical Export License Files for closed cases using text storage and

retrieval capabilities of INFOCEN and/or r)TIC.

o Develop a Pilot Office Automationr Demonstration Facility that would

incorporate such capabilities as data base management, advanced word

processing, full text processing via microfiche or computer text processing.

3-13
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[.
With the completion of Phase l1 it should be possible to specify these requirements

for Phase ITT in more detail, determine their relative priority, and develop a program for

[ integrating the ECDO into the FORDTIS program.

" •3.5 CONCLUSION

" suCase processing time could be positively effected by the addition of new manpower

Iresources. However, as it is not likely that additional manpower will be available.

attention should be focused on employing the integrated Export Control Data Base

concept into the ELRP.

The recommended concept would eliminate the need for IP&T to inform Services

and other reviewing agencies of incoming cases because the information would be stored

"daily in the data base and case officers at all levels will have access to relevant data

available from this data base. This concept is designed to provide management visibility,

permit consistency of decision making and allow for improved processing time. Such

4 •-improvements will assist lDor) case officers and other decision makers conductirg export

licensing activities, while not restricting their flexibility to process cases.

Further assessment will have to be made of export license data systems

requirements with emphasis on the interface of the ELRP with OSI's FORDTIS

program. The focus will be on the type of information required for the Services and OS

to effectively process cases. Specific concerns include;

-How much detail on an individual case is required by specific offices for

their review?
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W- hat information needs to be transmitted to whom regarding the status of

L - cases being reviewed 9

What information should be made available or transmitted, and in what

- manner, regarding the outcome of case review9

- What data capabilities exist at the Service level, and how can they best be

utilized by DoD?

- What data is needed for OS)(IP&T) to evaluate the effectiveness of tile

ELRP?

Betac will be performing this assessment as part of its continued assistance to OSn, in

implementing the Export License Review Process.

"Ii
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CHAPTEIR IV

I INSTITUTIONALIZING THE ASSESSMENT (OF

MILITARILY CRITICAL TECHNOLOGIES

4.1 Introduction

% Congress mandated in the Export Administration Act of 1979 that TDoD prepare

and maintain a Militarily Critical Techhologies List (MCTL). A question of concern is

how should the process of identifying militarily critical technologies he conducted on a

continuing basis. This Chapter addresses this concern.

In requiring that the Department of rlefense develop a list of militarily critical

technologies the EAA specified that an "initial version" of the list would be completed

L and published in the Federal Register not later than October 1, 1980. While the

Department of rfefense recognized that the FAA imposed upon it a continuing

requirement to maintain a Militarily Critical Technologies List, its energies, up to

-- October 1, 1980 were focused on producing the Initial List for publication. Some

attention was paid to implementing the MCTL and institutionalizing the process of

assessing critical technologies, but these considerations were given lower priority than

the Congressionally mandated publication of the Initial List. As the process by which the

Initial List was developed was itself untested, it was reasonable to wait until its product

was available before setting out a strategy for institutionalizing the process for assessing

critical technologies. It is now appropriate, based on the experience of the last year, to

consider how best to institutionalize this process.

F1]
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Ti 4.2 Continuation of List Development

It was recognized by DoD that the Initial MCTL was a preliminary step in a

continuing effort to identify critical technologies for export control purposes. D)ue to

constraints of time and personnel availability, not all of the technology areas that Don

believed to contain critical technologies were included in this initial effort. Moreover,

further efforts will be required in those technology areas included in the initial scope to

specify the identified critical technologies in sufficient detail to meet the strictures of

the EAA.!/

I It is stated in the EAA that the MCTL "shall become part of the Commodity

I Control List". Therefore, a major aspect of the continuing Defense export control

I program will have to be directed toward integrating the MC'L into the Commodity

Control List (CCL). Since the CCL is admninistered by the Department of -brmmerce, an

1: inter-agency effort will be required to execute this task. Nevertheless, the Department

of Defense should take the lead in this task, given its prime role in producing the MCTL

and its interest in seeing it adopted on an inter-agency basis. It should be an objective of

DoD to develop a strategy for making the N4CTL part of the CCL and presenting this

strategy to DoC. Based on DoD initiative an implementation plan should be worked out

on an inter-agency basis for integrating the MCT. into the export control regulatory

process.

"1/ Tie- F.AA states the list "shall be sufficiently specific to guide the determinations of
any officia! exercising export licensing responsibilities underthis Act." It is not

i clear what level of specificity is necessary to achieve this goal. Presumably the
licensing authorities within the Departments of Commerce and Defense Would have,
to agree that the technology definitions are sufficiently specific to be used in export
licens?. processing. No procedures have been established thus far to obtain thisagreement.

Iii 4-2
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II:
A complicating factor for export control is the necessity for United States

controls to be coordinated with those of our COCOM allies. The Department of Defense

recognizes that U.S. efforts to control the export of technologies is not likely -to be

successful without COCOM support. Obtaining acceptance of critical technologies

within COCOM will necessitate negotiations which are apt to be protracted. The U.S.

"position will have to be carefully prepared and documented in order to obtain

international support.

I - The assessment of critical technologies should become part of the on-going

process for supporting U.S. efforts to gain acceptance for the control of critical

technologies within the COCOM arena. The identification of critical technologies per se

should become decreasingly important, however, while the effort to prepare COCOM

proposals on critical technologies and negotiate the proposals within COCO,! should

steadily expand. The review and maintainance of the M.TL to take into accbunt changes

in technologies and their application, compared to the effort required to develop the

'I Initial MCTL, should be a much less intense activity, and be carried out on a routine,

periodic basis.

I .3 Defer.se Export Control Program

- This continuing activity by DoD to incorporate critical technologies into the

j institutions for export control will extend into 1983. As summarized in Figure 4-1, these

activities support the following objectives:

r - Develop & Maintain the Militarily Critical Technologies List (MCTL)

Incorporate the MCTL into the Don Export License Review Process

- Integrate the MCTL into the U.S. export control regulatory process
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Figure 4.1

MAIN THRUSTS OF DEFENSE EXPORT
CONTROLS PROGRAM

* FY81 FY82 rVA3

DEVELOP & 0 COMPLETE MCTL & 0 COMPLETE & MAINTAIN o MAINTAIN MCTL; REVISE
MAINTAIN BACKUP DOCUMENTATION MCTL A.O BACKUP AS NECESSARY

o PUBLISH REVISED - MJNITIONS LIST o- CONTINUE TO REVIEW CCL
VERSION OF MCTL REVIEW & MUNITIONS LIST

"o o RECOMMENID CHANGES RECOMMEND CHANGES
"FOR CCL FOR CCL

INCORPORATE o DETERMINE INFORMATION o IMPLEMENT DOD-WIDE EXPORT o MAINTAIN DOD EXPORT
MCTL INTO REqUIREMENTS CONTROL DATA SYSTEM CONTROL DATA SYSTEM
EXPORT LICENSE (FOROTIS) (FOROTIS)
REVIEW PROCESS o ISSUE NEW DO0 DIRECTIVE

ON EXPORT CONTROL CONTINUE EFFORTS TO o CONTINUE EFFORTS TO
IMPROVE OSD-SFRVICE IMPROVE OS-SERVICE

o IMPLEMENT OSO EXPORT COORDINATION COORDINATION
*CONTROL DATA BASE

INTEGRATE 0 ASSESS TECHNICAL DATA o CONTINUE INTER-AGENCY o CONTINUE INTER-AGENCY
NCTL INTO REGULATIONS EFFORTS ON CRITICAL EFFORTS ON CRITICAL
USG REGULATORY I . TECHNOLOGIES TECHNOLOGIES
PROCESS 0 DEVELOP INTER-AIENCY

IPLEMENTATION PLAN

o IDENTIFY TRANSFER
MECHANISMS FOR SELECTED

* ~MMT ITEtlS

DEVELOP o DEVELOP INITIAL .0DEVELOP FURTHER PROPOSALS oREVISE PROPOSALS TO
"COCOM PROPOSALS FOR INCORPORATING SUPPORT NEGOTIATIONS
PROPOSALS CRITICAL TECHNOLOGIES

PROCESSING
TECHNOLOGY

- SOFITIARE &
S1 I COMPUTERS

NEGOTIATE a CONDUCT PRELIMINARY o BEGIN NEGOTIATIONS ON o COMPLETE NEGOTIATIONS
COCOm COCOM DISCUSSIONS ON PROPOSALS ON CRITICAL TECHNOLOGIES

, . PROPOSALS CRITICAL TECHNOLOGIES
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rx

Dfevelop Critical Technology proposals for negotiation within COCOM

" - Negotiate COCrOM proposals.

j'j [" Figure 4-1 shows the type of activities that need to be conducted over the next

three years to institutionalize the critical technologies approach within the export

control process.

As shown in Figure 4.2, which illustrates the timeline for the DoT) export controls

program development, it is foreseen that the thrust of this overall program will shift

over time from the concern with identification of critical technologies to the effort to

gain acceptance in the international arena of the control of these technologies.

However, it should be noted that the activities receiving heavy emphasis in the first two

years will still need to be supported on a continuing, albeit a reduced, level in subsequent

years. The functions of critical technologies identification, their ut'lization in the

license review and the regulatory process, and the negotiation with U.S. alfies to obtain a
unified position to protect technologies should have become by this time engrained into

the export control institutions.

L 4.4 Capabilities. Assessments

The analysis of foreign capabilities is a particular aspect of the assessment of

militarily critical technologies that has proven to be most difficult from the standpoint

of establishing systematic procedures and mechanisms for assessmetit. There is a need to

establish an organizational responsibility within non to provide such assessments.

However, existing resources within non regarding the high technology capabilities of
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i other nations are dispersed and not easily brought together, except for very specific

rsingle-shot analyses. As no single organization appears to have the internal assets

available to devote to this requirement, fhe question is how to tap the dispersed

resources both within and outside of Do13 to perform the required analyses.

1.1, As a first recommendation, ODUSDR&E(IP&T) needs to establish a focal point for

this effort. Its options for assigning this focal point appear to be:

L - an individual within IP&T

- an organization within one of the Military Services

I. - the DIA

- an outside party (IDA, some other FCRC, or a contractor)

IL Of these, the DIA would seem to be the most able to tap the widest variety of sources

and provide the greatest amount of internal support. However, there might be political

L• or organizational reasons that would detract from DIA serving as the focal point,

particularly if considerable involvement with information sources outside the U.S.

Government would be required. There are two reasons for not using an individual within

SIP&T as the focal point: personnel are already severely taxed with their present

assignments and IP&T has no indigenous capability to provide the information required.

U• While individual Services have specific technical expertise, it is not clear whether any

.r one Service has the breadth required to serve as the focal point, or whether an individual

Service filling this role would be acceptable from an organizational standpoint, both in

•[ terms of coordinating with and obtaining the cooperation of other organizations.

Problems of coordination become even more problematic, if organizations outside of

f IDoD, such as an FCRC or other contracting organizations, are considered. However,

such organizations might give the greatest flexibility as far as tapping a variety of

resources including private industry and the academic community.

4-7



lBeyond determining a focal point, a second recommendation is that

I K ODUSflR&E(IP&T) must develop a clear tasking on the assessments it requires. Given

the scarcity of resources, clear statements are required of the areas of technology, the

nations whose capabilities are to be assessed, the type of information to be provided, the

time frame of the assessment (e.g., snap shot, projection), and related topics. To develop

such specifications IP&T needs to determine how the assessments will be utilized in the

continuing process of assessing critical technologies.

I' Assessing foreign capabilities is a task requiring the ability to collect and evaluate

:] a large amount of highly technical information for a large number of subjects. While a

focal point for this effort will be necessary, it will also require an extensive support

structure for conducting the assessments. An illustration of the type of organization

that would be required is shown in Figure 4-3. In order to develop the foreign technologyi• ,capabilities assessment organization needed to support the critical technologies process,

"ODUSDR&E (IP&T) should meet with the Services and the DIA to evaluate what internal

A resources are available and determine how to best access external resources. At least
until a single focal point can be determined, a Foreign Technology Capabilities

Assessment Working Group should be co.,vened on a periodic basis by the director of the

OSD Critical Technologies Project to deal with the problem of how this function should

I lbe performed.

[.
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Figure 4.3

I Illustration of Support Structure
Needed to Assess Foreign TechnologyI Capabilities

II OUSDR&E (IP&T)
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APPENDIX A

Export Admiinistration Act "of 1979

(Key Sections)

Export
Admini.%tration

• SIORT TITLE Act of 157 9.

SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the "Export Administration soUSCapp.2401
Act of 1979". nFte.

SEe. 2. The Congress makes the following findings: 50 USC app.
(1) The ability of United States citizens to engage in interna- 2401.

tional commerce is a fundamental concern of United States

(2) Exports contribute significantly to the economic well-being
of the United States and the stability of the world economy by
"increasing employment and production in the United States, and
by strengthening the trade balance and the value of the United
States dollar, thereby reducing inflation. The restriction of
exports from the United States can have serious adverse effects
on the balance of payments and on domestic employment,
particularly when restrictions applied by the United States'are
"imore extensive than those imposed by other countries.

"(3) It is important for the national interest of the United States
that both the private sector and the Federal Government place a
high priority on exports, which would strengthen the Nation's
economy.

(4) The availability of certain materials at home and abroad
v'aries so that the quantity and composition of United States

• ~. •. exports and their distribution among importing countries mayaffect the welfare of the domestic economy and may have an
important bearing upon fulfillment of the foreign policy of the
"United States." t .• 5 ) E p o r t s o f g o d s o r t c n o l g w t h o u r e g a r d o w h e t h e rSthey make a significant contribution to the military potential of

I individual countries or combinations of countries may adversely

affect the national security of the U jited Statfs.

"- e to the detriment of the overall attempt toI • improve the trade balance of the United States.v(') Unreasonable restrictions on access to world supplies cancause worldwide political tnd economic instability, interferewith free international trade, and retard the growth and develop.
ment of nations.6( Itn important that the administration of export controls_

igoe orntoa secrity purp "ou o ses gi e seilmphai to

the need to control exports of technology (anJ goods which
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93 STAT. 504 PUBLIC LAW 96-72-SEIyT. 29, 1979

{ - contribute significantly to the transfer of such technology) which
could make a significant contribution to the military potential of
any country or combination of countries which w(ould be detri-
mental to the national security of the United St-ttes.

(9) Minimization of restrictions on exports of agricultural
commodities and products is of critical importance to the mainte-
nance of a sound agricultural sector, to achieveentit of a positive
balance of payments, to reducing the level of Federal expencli-
tures for agricultural support programs, and to United State:;
cooperation in efforts to eliminate malnutrition and World
hunger.

DECLARATION OF POLICY

"50 USC app. SEc. 3. The ConGress makes the following declarations:
2402. (1) It is the~policy of the United States to minimize uncertain-

ties in export control policy and to encourage trade with all
countries with which the United States has diplomatic or trading
relations, except those countries with which such trade has been
determined by the President to be against the national interest.

(2) It is the policy of the United States to use export controls
only after full consideration of the "mpact on the economy of the
United States and only to the extent necessary-

(A) to restrict the export of goods and technology which
would make a significant contribution to the military poten-
tial of any other country or combination of countries which
would prove detrimental to the national security of the
United States;

(B) to restrict the export o, -oods and tech-aology where
necessary to further sitnifitAntly the foreign policy of the
United States or to fulfill its declared international obliga-
tions; and

(C) to restrict the export of goods where necessary to
protect the domnestic economy from the excessive drain of
scarce materials and to reduce the serious inflationary
impact of foreign demand.

(3) It is the policy of the United States (A) to apply anyj . necessary controls to th,; maximum extent possible in coopera-
Id tion with all nations, and (B) to encourage observance of a

tuniform export control policy by all nations with which the
United States has defense treaty commitments.

(4) It is the policy of the United States to use its economicI. 3 resources and trade potential to further the sound growth and
* stability of its economy as well as to further its national security

and foreign policy objectives.
(5) It is the policy of the United States-

(A) to o--pose restrictive trade practices or boycotts fos-
tered or imposed by foreign countries against other countries

* friendly to the United States or against any United States
person;

(B) to encourage and, in specified cases, require United
States persons engaged in the export of goods or technology
or other information to refuse to take actions, including
furnishing information or entering into or implementing
agreements, which have the effect of furthering or support-
ing the restrictive trade practices or boycotts fostered or
imposed by any foreign country against a country friendly to
the United States or against any United.States person; and

tp
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PUBLIC LAW 96-72-SEPT. 29, 1979 93 STAT. 505

(C) to foster international cooperation and the develop-
ment of international rule.-iand institutions to assure rea-
sonahle access to world supplies.

(6) It is the policy of the United States that the desirability of
subjecting. or continuing to subject. pmrticular goods or technol-
ogy or other information to Unitod Slates export controls should
be subjected to reviow by and consultation with representatives
of appropriate United States Government agencies and private
industry.

1 (7) It is the policy of the United States to use export controls,
including license fees, to secure the removal by foreign countries
of restrictions on access to supplies where such restrictions have
or may have a serious domestic inflationary impact, have caused
or may cause a serious domestic shortage, or have been imposed
"for purposes of influencing the foreign policy -,f the United
SLates. In effecting this policy, the President shall make every
reasonable effort to secure the removal or reduction of such
S1estrictions, policies, or actions through international coopera-
tion and agreement before resorting to the imposition of controls
on exports from the United States. No action taken in fulfillment
of the policy set forth in this paragraph shall apply to the export
of medicine or medical supplies.

(8) It is the policy of the United States to use export controls to
encourage other countries to take immediate steps to prevent the
use of their territo-ies or resources to aid, encourage, or give
sanctuary to those persons involved in directing, supporting, or
participating in acts of international terrorism. To achieve this
objective, the President shall make every reasonable effort to
secure the removal or reduction of such assistance to interna-
tional terrorists through international cooperation and agree-
mient before resorting to the imposition of export controls.

(9) It is the policy of the United States to cooperate with other
countries with which the United States has defense treaty
commitments in restricting the export of goods and technology
which would nmake a significant contribution to the military
potential of any country or combination of countries which would
prove detrimental to the securiLy of the United States and of
those countries with which the United States has defense treaty
commitments.

(10) It is the policy of the United States that export trade by
United States citizens be given a high priority and not be
controlled except when such controls (A) are necessary to further
fundamental national security, foreign policy, or short supply
objectives, (B) will clearly further such objectives, and (C) are
administered consistent with basic standards of due process.

(11) It is the policy of the United States to minimize restrictions
on the export of agricultural commodi ies and products.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

S'c. 4. (a) Tiws oF LicrEsEs.-Under such conditions as may be 50 USc app.
imposed by the Secretary which are consistent with the provisions of 2403.
this Act, the Secretary may require any of the following types of
export licenses:

(1) A validated license, authorizing a specific export, issued
pursuant to an application by the e':porter.

(2) A qualified general license, authorizing multiple exports,F issued pursuant to an application by the exporter.

[ A
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(3) A general license, authorizing exporti, without application
by the exporter.

(4) Such" other licenset as may assist in the eff'ctive and
efficient implementation of this Act.

(b) COMMODITY CoN'rnio, Lir.--lm Secretary shall establishi 'mod
maintain a list (hereinafter in this Act referred to as the "conimmoditV
control list") consisting of tiny goods or technology stubject to export
controls under this Act.

(C) FOREIGN AVAIIu.Au.r''.---In ;ccordanee with thf provisions; of
this Act, the President shall not imjpose export controls ire" foreign
policy or national security purposes on the export from the UnitedStates of goods or technology which he determines are availIbhl:
without restriction from sources outside the United States in signifi-
cant quantities and coirparable in quality to those produced in the
United States, unless the President determines that adequate evi-
dence has been presented to him demonstrating that the absence of
such controls would prove detrimental to the foreign policy or
national security of the United States.

(d) RIGHT or Exiowr.-No authority or permission to export may be
required under this Act, or under regulations issued under this Act,
except to carry out the policies set forth in section 3 of this Act.

(e) DEL.GATION OF AUJTIIORITY.-The President may delegate the
power, authority, and discretion conferred upon him by this Act to
such departments, agencies, or officials of the Government as he may
consider apgropriate, except that no authority under this Act may be4 delegated to, or exerciser' by, any official of avy department or agency
the head of which is not ap•pointed by the President, by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate. The President may not delegate or
transfer his power, authority, and discretion to overrule or modify
any recommendation or decision made by the Secretary, the Secre-

- tary of Defense, or the Secretary of State pursuant to thle provisions
of this Act.

M( NOTIFICATION OF TIHE PUBLIC; CONSULTATION WITH BusiNEss.-
The Secretary shall keep the public fully apprised of changes in
"export control policy and procedures instituted in conformity with
this Act with a viewv to encouraging trade. The Secretary shall meet
"regularly with representatives of the business sector in order to
obtain their views on export control policy and the foreign availabil-
ity of goods and technology.

NATIONAL SECU1ITY CONTROLS

50 USC app. SEC. E (a) AUTHOIrTY.-(1) In order to carry out the policy set forth
2404. in section 3(2)(A) of this Act, the President may, in accordance with

the provisions of this section, prohibit or curtail the export of any
goods or technology subject to the jurisdiction of the United States or
exported by any person subject to the jurisdiction of the United
States. The authority contained in this subsection shall be exercised
by the Secretary, in consultation with the Secretary of Defense, and
such other departments and agencies as the Secretary considers
appropriate, and shall be implemented by means of export licenses
described in section 4(a) of this Act.

Fedeza i (2XA) Whenever the Secretary makes any revision with respect to
I Federal any goods or technology, or with respect to the countries or destina-Register. tions, affected by export controls imposed under this section, the

4 Secretary shall "publish in the Federal Register a notice of such
S"revision rad shall specify in such notice that the revision relates toJ [I controls imposed under the authority contained in this section.
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(B) Whenever the Secretary denies any export license under this lixgimt lini,,,',
section, the -rK-cretary shall s:pecify in the notice to the applicant of (f.iali. Unotice.

the dlenial of s;uch lwofir:;e that the lice,eas was dlenied tinder the
authority ciotained in thi; section. The secretary shall also include
ill such notice what, if any. I(xlifications in or restriutions on the
goods or technolot-y for which the license was sought would allow
such export to he compatible wilh controls imposed under thissection, or the Secretary suhall indicate in such notice which officer;
and employees oft he l),p:artment oflCommerce who are famniliar wit Ih

', the application will be made reasonably available to the applicant. for
consullation with regard to such modifications or restriction, if
appropriate.

(3) In issuing regulations to carry out this section. particular Rleglatory
" attzntion shall be given to the difficulty of devising effective sf- .si(:uards for

guards to prevent a country that poses a threat to the security of the U.S.%curity.

United States from diverting critical technologies to military use, the
difficulty of devising effective safegua ds to protect critical goods, and
the need to take effective measures to prevent the rec..port('f critical
technologies from othecr countries to countries that ty~se a threat to

1 the security of the United States. Such regulations shaH not be based
upon the assumption that such effective safeguards can be devised.

(b) PoLcY 'IToWARD INDIVIDUAL Cou"rnmrs.--In administering
export controls for national security purposes under this section,
United States policy toward individual countries shall not be deter-
mined exclusively on the basis of a country's Communist or non-
Communist status but shall take into account such factors .s the
country's present and potential relationship to the United States, its
present and potential relationship to countries friendly or hostile to
the United States, its ability and willingness to control retransfers of
United States exports in accordance with United States policv, and
*such other factors as the President considers appropriate.' The'Presi-
dent shall review not less frequently than every three years in the
case of controls maintained cooperatively with other nations, and
annually in the case of all other controls, United States policy toward
individual countries to determine whether such policy is appropriate
in light of the factor specified in the precedingsentence.S. (c) CONTROL Lisv.-(l) The Sc-rettary shall establish and maintain,
as part of the commodity control list, a list of all goods and technology
subject to export controls under this section. Such goods and technol-
ogy shall be clearly identified as being subject to controls under this
section.

(2) The Secretary of Defense and other appropriate departments
and agencies shall identify goods and technology for inclusion on the
list referred to in paragraph (1). Those items which the Secretary and
the Secretary of Defense concur shall be subject to export controls
under this section shall comprise such list. If the Secretary and the
Secretary of Deferse are unable to concur on such items, the matter
shall be referred to the President for resolution.

(3) The Secretary shall issue regulations providing for review of the Rtgulations.
list established pursuant to this subsection not less frequently than
every 3 years in the case of controls maintained cooperatively withother countries, and annually in the case of all other contr~ols, in "order to carry out the policy set forth in section 3(2XA) and the

provisions of this section, and for the prompt issuance of such Submittal of
revisions of the list as may be necessary. Such regulations shall written data.
provide interested Government agencies and other affected or poten- arguents.F tially affected parties with ..- opportunity, during such review, to
submit written data, views, or arguments, with or without oral
presentation. Such regulations shall further provide that, as part of
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such review, an nssessrnent be rnuide of tile avail~ability froni-sourcrs
outside the United SL'ites, or anyv of its territories or posse~ssjowi, ofKgood and tednilology conmparakle to toecltold11dr0:

to export controls shall heel) adequ~ate records, of all detcisio~ns milach
with resl)(ct to revision of' the list of controlled goods and technology.
including the factual and analytical basis for the decision, and, inl I li

caseof he Screary.anydissntig reommndatonsreev ed the
casy oft enScreay n isntn eomnaiosrciern

Review.Cd) Nmn.ItAmix CHITICM. Tin:cilNoI.om'-s.-(D1 Thle Secreta:rv, inl Con-
sultationwihteSceayo uneshlreiwad'es ie

(3)of uchsubectonfor the llurpose of insuring that export controls
imiposed under this section cover and (to thle manximum extent.
consistent with the purpozes of' this Act) ilre limited to militarily7] critical goods and technologies and the mechanisms through which
such goods and tecchno!omies inay be effectively transferred.

(2) The Secretairy of' Defense shall bear primary responsibility for
developing a list ofimilitarily criticailtechinologies. In developing such
list, primary emphasis shall be given to-

(A) arrays of design and manufacturing knov.-how,'ii (B) keystone manufacturing, inspection, and test equipment,
and

L (C) goods accompanied by sophisticated operation, application,
or maintenance know-how,

which are not possessed by countries to which exports are controlled
undr tis ectonand which, if expo3rted, would permit a significant,'1 ~ ~~advance in a military syst,_.m of any)uhcuty

(3) The list referred to in Darag-.'aph (2) shall Le sufficiently specific
to guide the determinations of any official exercising export licensing

~ I responsibilities under this Act.
Publication iti (4) The initial version of the list referred to in paragraph (2) shall be
Federal ora _
Register. completed and published in an apprpi ate form in the FederalLI Register not later than October 1, 1980.

(5) The list of militarily critical technologies developed primarily-1 by the Secretary of Defense pursuant to paragraph (2) shall become a
part of the co~mmodity control list, subject to the provisions of
subsection Cc) of this !:ectioln.

Rleport to (6) The Secratary of Defense shall report annually to the Congress
Congress. on actions taken to carry cut this subsection.

(e) ExPORT LiCENSES.-(l) The Congress finds that the effectiveness
and efficiency of the process of making export licensing deterniinaý
tions under this section is severdy-% hamipered by the large volume of*-1 validated export license applications required to be submitted ur~der
this Act. Accordingly, it is the intcnit of Congress in this subsection to
encourage the use of a qualified general license in lieu of a validated

Valiated license.
U1  Valdated(2) To the maximum extent practicable, consistent with the

licenses, national security of the United States, the Secretary s-hall i-:quirc arequirement. validated license under this section for the --xport of goods or
techinolrg)y only if-

(A) the export of such goods or technology is restrIcted pursu-
anitto a multilateral agreement, formal or informal, to which the
United States is a pillty and, undef the terms of such multi-
lateral agreement, such export requires the specific approval of
the parties to such multilateral agreemient;

(B) with respect to such goods or technology, other nations do
not possess capabilities comparable to those possessed by the
United States; or

(7: £
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(C) the United States iq seeking the agreement of other
'suppliers to aiply comparable controls to sluch ,oods or technol-

ogy and, in tihe judg'ment. of the Secretary. United Stawts export
controls on such goods or technology, by men;s of such iicel.se,
nre necessary pending the conclusion of such agreelnent.

(3) To the maximum extent practicable, consistent with the QI mif,.
national security of the United States, the Secretary shall re(uire a gtneri l licvn:.e.
qualified general license, in lieu of a valid:ated license. under this
section for the export of goods or technology if the export of such
goods or technology is restricted pursuant to a multilateral avree-
ment, formal or informal, to which the United States is a party. but
such export does not require the specific approval of the parties to
such multilateral agrcement.

(4) Not later than July 1, 19";O, the Secretary sha!l establish
procedures for the approval of goods and technology that may be
exported pursuant, to a qualified general license.

(0 Foitri:icN AVIL.AxII.IITY.-- 'I'The Secretary, in consultation with Review.
appropriate Government agencies and with appropriate technical
advisory committees established pursuant to subsection (h) of this
section, shall review, on a continuing basis, the availability, to
countries to which exports are controlled under this section, from
sources outside the United States, including countries which partici-
pate with the United States in multilateral export controls, of any

goods or technology the export of which requires a validated license
under this section. In any case i-n which the Secretary determines, in• . accordance with procedures and criteria which the Secretary shall by

regulation establish, that any such goods or technology are available
in fact to such destinations from such sources in suflicient quantity
and ofsufficient quality so that the requirement of a validated license
-"for the export of such goods or technology is or would be ineffective in
achieving the purpose set forth in subsection (a) of this section, the
Secretary may not, after the determination is made. require a
validated license for the export of such goods or technology during

* the period of such foreign availability, unless the President deter-
mines that the absence of expert controls under this section would
prove detrimental to the national security of the United States. In Export controls
any case in which the President determines that export controls maintenance.
under this section must be maintained notwithstanding foreignh•1 i availability, the Secretary shall publish that determination together

with a concise statement of its basis, and the estimated economic
impact of the decision.

: -•(2) The Secretary shall approve any application for a validated Validated
Slicense which is required under this section for the export of any license approval.

goods or technology to a particular country and which meets all other
requirements for such an application, if the Secretary de.termines
that such goods or technol.ogy will, if the license is denied;, be
available in fact to such country from sources outside the .Unitel.
States, including countries which participate with the United States
in multilateral export controls, in sufficient quantity and of sufficient
quality so that denial of the license would be ineffective in achieving
the purpose set forth in subsection (a) of this section, subject to the
exception set forth in paragraph (1) of this subsection. In any case in -
which the Secretary m,-kes a determination of foreign availability
under this paragraph with respect to any goods or technology, the
Secretary shall determine whether a determination of foreign avail-
ability under paragraph (1) with respect to such goods or technology
is warranted.

(3) With respect to export controls imposed under this section, any
determination of foreign availability which is the basis of a decision

~ .
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to grant a license for, or to remove a control on, the export. of a good or
technolog y, shall lbe niade in writing and shall be s;upported I vII [. ~~~~relibl e:11 videance, I idnludi uy s:;ientLi li or phyvsiea I .xamni n iati ,* e~l rt• ~ ~Olnn based 11poll fdcCut( .1l1tu, infor,',ation, or inhellil't-le.w

information. In assessing foelgn i availability with re!i;p t,. to I wea :e4applicatiolt, atcorrobor.t ed i',presenta ions hy apilica its s : illi not
be deemed sufficient evidence of foltreiat.n avail:iilitv.

(4) In any case in which, in accordance with thi-:;ubscc tion, export
controls are imposed under this section notwithstalding forvif:ii
availability, the. President. ,hall take steps to initiate negoti:1ti0*11s
with tie governments of the approp!riat foa eign count ri:;' for tli"
purpose of elimitnating such availability. Whenever tihe President has
reason to believe goods or technology subject to export control for
national security purposes by the United States may become availa-
ble from other countries to countries to which exports are controlled
under this section and that such availability can he. prevented oreliminated by means of negotiations with such other count ri(.s, the

President shall prompidy initiate negotiations with the governments
of such other countries to prevent such foreign availability.

Information (5) In order to further carry out the policies set forth in this Act, the
gathering. Secretary shall establish, within the Office of Export Adnminist ration

of the Department of Commerce, a capability to monitor and gather
information with respect to the foreign availability of any goods or
technology subject to export controls under this Act.

(6) Each department or agency of the United States with responsi-
bilities with respect to export controls, including intelligence agen-
cies, shall; consistent with the protection of intelligence sources'and
methods, furnish information to the Office of Export Administration
concerning foreign availability of goods and technology subject to
export controls under this Act, and such Office, upon request or
where appropriate, shall furnish to such departments and agencies
the information it gathers and receives concerning foreign
availability.

Regulations. (g) INDEXING.--In order to ensure that requirements for validated
licenses and qu'alified general licenses are periodically removed as
goods or technology subject to such requirements become obsolete
with respect to the national security of the United States, regulations
issued by the Secretary may, where appropriate, provide for annual
increases in the performance levels of goods or technology subject to
any such licensing requirement. Any such goods or techrnology which
no longer meet the performance levels established by the latest such
increase shall be removed from the list established pursuant to
"subsection (c) of this section unless, under such exceptions and under
such procedures as the Secretary shall prescribe, any other depart-
ment or agency of the United States objects to such removal and the
Secretary determines, on the basis of such objection, that the goods or

Site Nisitation technology shall not be removed from the list. The Secretary shall
requirements, also consider, where appropriate, removing site visitation require-
removal. ments for goods and technology which are removed from the list

unless objections described in this subsection are raised.
(h) TECNmCAL ADVSORY CONMirrEES.--(1) Upon written request by

representatives of a substantial segment of any Industry which
produces any goods or technology subject to export controls underL this section or being considered for such controls because of their
significance to the national security of the Unitec' States, the Secre-
tary shall appoint a technical advisory committee for any such goods

El ;or technology which the Secretary determines are difficult to evalu-
ate because of questions concerning technical matters, worldwide
availability, and actual utilization of production and technology, or

(C "
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licensing procredures. Each such committee shall consist of repre. Mvensin'n4hip.
sentatives of United St.ates indui;twry and Governti.-Ilt. inlcludinlig tile
Dlepartments of C(ommerce, l).fensfe, and State and. in tile dih:ci *ttion
of the Secretary, other Gover'nment departnints a.ind •Inl-Ci('s. No Term of offi(e.
person serving ot any such committee who is a rpt esentative of
industry shall serve on such committee for more than four consecu-
tive years.

(2) Technical advisory committees established under pa ragraph (1)
shall advise and as.sist the Secretary. the Secretary of De)fense. and
iany other department, ai;gncy, or official of the Government of the
United States to which the 'resident( deleizates authority under this
Act, with respect to actions designed to carry out the policy set forth
"in section 312)(A) of this Act. Such committees, where they have

' expertise in such matters, shall be consulted with respect to questions
S, involving (A) technical matters, (13) worldwide availability and actual.utilization of production technology, (C) licensing procedures which

•.•affect the level of export controls ap~plicable to any goods oz- technol-

U ogY, and (D) exports subject to multilateral controls in which the
iUted States participates, including proposed revisions of any such

multilateral controls. Nothing in this subsection shall preve'nt the
Secretary or the Secretary of Defense from consulting, at any time,
with any person representing industry or the general public, regard-
less of whether such person is a member of a technical advisory
committee. Members of the public shall be given a reasonable
opportunity, pursuant to regulations prescribed by the Secretary, to
present evidence to such committees.

(3) Upon request of any member of any -.uch committee, the Travel and other
Secretary may. if the Secretary determines it appropriate, reimburse expenses.
such member for travel, subsistence, and other necessary expenses reimbursement.
incurred by such member in connection with the duties of such
member.

(4) Each such committee shall elect a chairman, and shall meet at
least every three months at the call of the chairman, unless the
chairman determines, in consultation with the other members of the
committee, that such a meeting is not necessary to achieve the
purposes of this subsection. Each such committee shal! be terminated Termination.
after a period of 2 years, unless extended by the Secretary for
additional periods of 2 years. The Secretary shall consult each such
committee with respect to such termination or extension of that
committee.

"(5) To facilitate the work of the technical advisory committees, the
Secretary, in conjunction with other. departments and agencies lpar-
ticipating in the administration of this Act. shall disclose to each suchcommittee adequate information, consistent with national security,
pertaining to the reasons for the export controls which are in effect or
contemplated for the goods or technology with respect to which that
committee furnishes advice.

(6) Whenever a technical advisory committee certifies to the Export -ontrols
Secretary that goods or technology with respect to which such maintenance.' I committee wvas appointed have become available in fact, to countries

'to which exports are controlled under this section, from sources
"outside the United States, including countries which participate with
the United States in multilateral export controls, in sufficient
quantity and of sufficient quality so that requiring a validated license
for the export of such goods or technology would be ineffective in
achieving the purpose set forth in subsection (a) of this section, and
provided adequate documentation for such certification, in accord-
ance with the procedures established pursuant to subsection (f)(1) of
this section, the Secretary shall investigate such availability, and if

S9-139 (76) 0 - 79 - 2
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such av~ailability is verifiedl. the Secretary shall remove tile nnluir.-
j ~~ment ora aV:li(katte(l lI -,eof- t lie eport, of* tlie root I; or tvchnoloityl~.

~~: L. ~~~~~unless tile P re:;idlen t dv t c~ril i Ili%'; tha: t. tOw seilt of* V\ IS)t coil rob;in1:
under thii';sect ion woulId prove detr liieilta I to (t( fltia ticstal I :;elrtz iZ' of'

Detern~ihintion, the United States. III ally cmi.n. if) wiuch tile licieiIuat insta
publicationa Ixot t rols undt-l d Ihis N'ct iol InI ust Ie itI naji IIt. I I I wd Ito I wi Iled;al (Iiic

ingr foreIn aawi ai hlit y, the 'Secretary shasll pu 1)1isl Ii hat. dt-erint 'l 1:-
tion togcther with a concis'e statemien't of its basis and Lt(n' est imated

~oariiuanp~ economic impact of thm do'cisionl.
Couritiainr (i) MIULT.I-sTERA. EXP'ORT C'oN't~oL.'.-'2r~i 'f'I( eidill. .1h1:11mi

0mtntte, into negotiations wit 1 the g~overnments partic;ipaiting in I', groupfunctons. known as thle Coordinating Committee tlwreimiatter ilt (hi.,. libecet ion
referrcd to as the "Committee") with a view toward attcisnpli--hlig
the following objectives:

(1) Agreement to publish thii list of' itemis cont oie-(, Ibm. C'Mexport,
by agreemnent of the Committee, together Willh all n'le. ndor-
standings, and other aspects of such agreement of'thme Commit-
tee, andtall changej's thl.,eLeo.

(2) Agreement to hold peCriodic mieetings with high-k'vel repre-
sentatives of such governments, for the purpose of' discuslssinlg
export control policy issues and issuing policy guidanice to thle
Committee.

impsedbyagreement of the Committee to a level acceptable to
andenfrcebleby all governments participating iii the

4) Areeenton more effective procedures for enfoi'cing, the.
exprt ontolsagr'eed to pursuant to paragraph (3).

0)C~~inILAGRtEEMENTS MT1CERTAIN CUTISQ Any

agency of the governmen-t of a country to which expDorts are restricte'd

I~o Stateiona scnulttority p thpoes SeicretaryoDefens cthesa Snergoetry o
Comentlarceent (the wihed oother anipropriates adepartmeontsy and
pEgenies, shallbnesogil for cnoraeetofnductnicag neotieations with othe

contresddt regard ing thei copopratifomh n ine eStritingt the exorthof
sectioy39 of thubishAt satoied byhnca susetinaa of Uie thtsoisin shction
including nigotiations t vitl h rsuhapet to tvheScretood andtcnlg
s2holbe prvsubjec tof mutiategrlly(1 agree enort reslytrictonsegand

whatvconitions, srohouldduapplynforiexceptions.fo hs etitos
(k) NEG~sOTIATTON WIiTHR USHER COF NTRms.LED OOSeOretr Tc1of

Stat.-(1i Wheutainevertherhe iSereliable eviDeene, that goS oecrtnyof-
.] L: ~ ~ogy, wh ~ich thee exoreadsujc tfote natironapscriaty coarmntros unde

s~encuity ppshalhav beerspnsdivefrteoduto ingneoifticant miitaryuseri
iolatrion ofarin thei condirtions of aneprtslicense, the Seretry ofora

Sg~ongs asd tehat og derion ore to sinf can iiarry ouste ontinu es-othi

(ha)odiin shalllden apll furhr excptorts tromth party respitonsibe o

tghath diersio exofrnygod srtcnlg subje~ct to nationalseuiycnrludrJ re eto oacutr owiheprsr cnrle o aira
secriy urpse, a-6bee ietdt infcn iiayuei
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security controls under this section which contribute to that
particular military use, revardhl.l( of whether such g1Xtda or
technology arc avwilable to that country from vources out-ide tih
SUnited States;and

(11) may take such additional steps under this Act with respect
to the party referred to in subp):aritraph (A) as are feasible to
deter thc further military use of th- previously exported goods or
technology.

(2) As used in this subsection, the terms "diversion to significant "Div,.,-.,w to
military use" and "significant military use" mllealls tile use of United ,
Stlats goods or technology to design or produce any item on the ""d aith
"United States Munitions List. Cilitaly u-,"

4 •.{ FOREIGN IOUCY CONTROLS

SEC. 6. (a) AutmoitT..--l) In order to carry out the policy set forth 5o USC :ipp
in paragraph (2X11), (7). or (8) of section 3 of this Act, the Presideit "'-
may prohibit or curtail the exportation of any goods, technology, or
other information subject to the jurisdiction of the United States or
exported by any person subject to the jurisdiction of the United
States, to the extent necessary to further significantly the foreign
policy of the United States or to fulfill its declared international
obligations. The authority granted by this subsection shall be exer-
cised by the Secretary, in consultation with the Secretary of State
and such other departments and agencies as the Secretary considers
appropriate, and shall be implemented by means of export licenses
issued by the Secretary.

(2) Export controls maintained for foreign policy purposes shall Expiration dote.
expire on December 31, 1979, or one year after imposition. whichever
is later, unless extended by the Pre-sident in accordance with subsec-
tions (b) and (e). Any such extension and any subsequent extension
shall not be for a period of more than one year.

(3) Whenever the Secre.tary denies any extuort license under this Export license
subsection, the Secretary shall specify in ihe n'otice to the anolicant of denialt•,:jthe denial of such, 1icense tha-t the license was denied Inde Lh
authority contained in this subsection, and the reasons for such
denial, with reference to the criteria set forth in subsection (b) of this
section. The Secretary shall also include hi such notice what, if any,
modifications in or restrictions on the goods or technology for which
the license was sought would allow .uch export to be compatible with
controls implemeneted under this section, or the Secretary shall
indicate in such notice which officers and employees of the Depart-
ment of Commerce who are familiar with the application will be
made reasonably available to the applicant for consultation with
regard to such modifications or restrictions, if appropriate.

(4) In accordance with the provisions of section 10 of this Act, the Fxport license-
Secretary of State shall have the right to review any export license application,
application under this section which the Secretary of State requests rcviLw.
to review.

(b) CnvrlrIA.-When imposing, expanding, or extending export
controls under this section, the President shall connider-

(1) the probability that such controls will achieve the intended
foreign policy purpose, in light of other factors, including the
availability from other countries of the goods or technology
proposed for such controls;

(2) the compatibility of the proposed controls with the foreign
i~ V policy objectives of the United States, including the effort to

counter international terrorism, and with overall United States

* " °
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APPENDIX B 8

jn-HE SE'CRETARY OF DEFENSE.

WA54IIC.Oti 0 C. 70O01l

AUG Ij a b-77

KtEHORAliDUK FOR n1E SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMEarS

CIIAIRPS-N, JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE RESEARCH & ENG INEERHI G
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (COMPTROLLER)
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEF.!iSE (I NTERNATI ONAL

4 SECURITY AFFAIRS)
GENERAL COUNSEL O "hE DEPART...ENT OF DEFENSE
"ASSISTAHT TO THE SECRETAR.Y FOR. ATOMIC ENERGY
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE ADVANCTD RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE -AGENCY

", •DIRECTOR, POLICY REVI-'2'

SUBJECT: Interim DoD Policy -Statement on Export Control of United!•'i States Technology

1. Purpose.

This memorandu.. of policy sets forth the definitions and proviecs interim
Internal guidance to the Department of Defense with regard to the CoD role
in support of US Government efforts to control exports of critical US
technology and related products.

2. Background

US policy on international trade consists of two elements that are not

always reconcilable: 1) to prcmote trale and commerce with oth'er nations,
and 2) to rontrol exports of gco'ds and technology which could make a signi-
ficant contribution to the nilitai-y potential of any other nation or nations

, I when this would prove detrimental to the national security of the United

States. While the Defense Department's chief concern is with the second

of these goals, it must discharge its concern without restricting US trade

and exports any more than necessary.

D "efense's primary objective in the control of exports of US' technology
Is to protect the United States' leao time relative to its pT-incipal Fiver
saries in the application of technology to military "capabilities. This 'lenAd

time is to be protected and maintained as long as is practical, in order toI prqvide time for the replenishment of technology through new research and
development. In addition, it i• in the national interest not to make it
easy for any country to advance its technology in ways that could be
detrimental to US interests. These controls, however, are to be anr.!ied

so as to result in the minimum interference in the normal 'conduct of
comcrcial trade. This Oolicy statement, drawing upon the rec¢•endations

.[ ---
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of the Report of the Dcfensc Science Board Taslk Force on Export Cbntrol
of US Technology (the "Bucy Report"), provides interim internal quida:nce
to th4'e. {uefense Departr.int to maximize the above objectives to the ntaximum

".pra•ctical extent.

3. Definitions.
"The term "critical technology" as used herein refers to the class-

ified and unclassi fled nuclear and non-nuclear unpublished technical data,

whose acquisition by a potential adversary could make a significant con-

tribution, which would prove detrimental to the national security of the.
United States, to the military potential of such coun'try irresp-ctive

of.whether such technology is acquired directly from "the United States or

indirectly through another recipient, or whether the declared intended

"* • end-use by the recipient "s a military or non-military use.

"Technical data" means information of any kind that can be used, or

adapted for use, in the design, production, manufacture, utilization,

testing, maintenance or reconstruction of articles or materials. *he

data nmy take a tangible form, such as a model, prototype, blueprint, or

"" an operating••.anual, or they rmake take an intangible form such as tech-
•' ~n ic..a service.

| Control of such critical technolog'y also requires the control of cer-

* tain associated critical end products defined as "keystone" that can

contribute significantly in 6:-d of themselves'to the transfer of critical

-" technology because they 1) em!cdy extractable critical technology and/or

2) are equipsmient that completes a process line and allows it to be fully
Uitilized.

4. Defense Oeoartment Pollcy in Excort Control of US Technolocy

In assessina and making recomrrendations upon those export applications
referred to it by the State and Co.erce Departments, Defense will place
primary emphasis on controlling exports to any country of arrays of design

and manufacturing know-how; of keystone manufacturing, inspection arid test
equipment; and of sophisticated operation, applicat.ion or maintenance know-.

how. .':"

YI L 1.9 order to protect key strategic US lead times, export control of defense-

related critical "technology to all foreign countries is required. To this

end, Defens.e will:

1.) request the Departmen't of Commerce to alter existing reg-

ulations so as to require a validated license for proposed

exports of critical techn;logy to all destinations;

2) recom-.iend to, and support the negotiation by, the Department

of State'wit", COCOMI countries, and such other nations as may

I -2
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beý appropriate, of new nieasures to control or restrict the
"flow of critical tecrliolo'jy to Ccommunist cointries, as well
as recocrrnendations as to the revision of the list of embargoe.
products.

3) reccmmend to the Secretary of Corn',=-rce that procedure 'be
streamlined in such a way as to minimize delays in forwarding
and processing export applications by a) speeding referral by
Cocmierce of export applications for review and b) m,'-king use of
new and/or improved technical guidelines to be supplied by DaD,
which will allow maximum emphasis to be placed upon applications
for the export of critical technologies and associated end

4 •products, thereby also allco.ing more rapid processing of ap-
plications for other, non-critical end products.

Defense will support the transfer of critical technology to ccuntries
X with which the US has a major security interest wherq. such transfers can
-1 1I) strengthen collective security, 2) contribute to the goals of ',,weapcqs

standardi:ation and intercperability, and 3) maximize the effective return
on the collective NATO Alliance or other Allied investment .in R&D.

"In assessing the advisability of the transfer of cr'itical technolcgy
to either COCCR or other non-C-,.-nunist countries, Defense will carefuliy

* assess the proposed recipient's intent and ability to pre-ent either the
"I compromise or the unauthorized re-exxport of that technology. Where

classified information is involved, security classification guidance qill
be provided to the recipient, and where feasible, security surveys will

-be accomplished in addition to the ccmpleticn of appropriate military and
"industrial security arrangen-ents.

.-The Department of Defense will look to the State and Cc,-.nerce Depart-
: ments and the intelligence and :security ccmmunities to identify those

instances in which the initial recipient makes unauthorized further transfers,
or allows ccmprcmise, of critical technology. The Department will incorporate
the results of such observations in its assessments of subsequent applica-
tions for cormrercial export, Foreign Miilitary Sales (FMS), Data Excharnce
Agreements (DEA), Information Exchange Programs (IEP), and odher transfers
to such recipients. Violations of US third-country transfer prohibitions
or B.nstances of compromise will normally be considered grounds for emplo'r-ent
of sanctions involving critical technologies. Coordination within Doý -ill
be strengthened to meet the requiremeents of military and industrial sec:rit'y.

Defense will normally reLarroiend approval of sales of end products to
potential adversar!es in those instances where 1) the product's technology
content is either difficult, impractical, or economically infeasible to
extract, 2) the end product in question wi!l not of itelf significan.ir:'
enhance the recipient' s mi Ii tary or t-ar;:;aking cap.abi li y, ei th(-r b)y vi rtUeŽ
of its tectinology content or because of the quantyi t.to be sold, , :;) .1
product cannot be so analyzced as to reveal US system characteristics an4I therceby contribute to the deve!opment of countermeasures to equival'ent US
equipment.

-B-
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There shallI be a presumption for. rc-corrniendincj disapproval or afly
transact ion i nvol virg a revolJutijonary adv~ance in de tentse-re I ated tecliio logy
to thle proposed rec ipient country (if thle rcsulI tant mai Ii tar'j Cipabi t i Ly
tilircttatcs US i ntere De~ o fcl!;C wi I I~ onstIs a propo:,nd cxport '~hiIo
Ily niot on thc basis Iof whiether the i tem is ob:;ol etc: by. US) standards, but oci
whether the proposed export %-,ould signi ficantly advance the receiving couil.-
try's potential and prove. detriment.l to the national securityo

* 1End-use. statements and safeguards are not to be considered a fz~ctor)t
in alpprovinq exports to potential adversaries of critical technologies

- arid products except as nray be otherwise providecd in Presidential direc-
tives. Departure froin this procedure will occur only with specific ap-
proval of the Secretary of Defense, or his 'designee.-

Defense recccin~tnda tions to abprove the export of end products to
po-tential adversaries are to be 'Madc prim.ari ly on the bas is of an assess-
rr'ent that the products ' inherent pcýrformarnca capab i i tics , or the quantity
soici, cg r.ot czinsticuzz a significant. addcaricn to tne recipienlts' anilIi tzry
capabiliry -which would prove derrimri.~tal to the national security of the

~. I United States.

TniB policy shall be applied without regard to whether the exporter
is a Sovern~nnt departr:)nt or agency, a coir=.:ercial enterprise, an academic

:1 or ic-n-profit institution, an individual entrepreneur, z;r in the case orf
re-export requests, a foreign governm-ient or an international organization;

-. I nd without regard to the transfer mechanism involved, e.g., turnkey faz:-
tories, licenses, joint ventlureýs, training, consulting, engineering docL.-

g~ .1 Ients and tecn-nical data.

¶Explicit account shallI be taken of the relative! ef-Ficie:ncy of the
various mechanisms of techn~ology transfer (e.g. , foreign l ia ison act iv-
ities, scientific and technical exchanges, coir~ercial visits, trade fairs,

~1training programis, sales proposals an~d c-on-ulting agreerneents, as well as
in specific techniology expor-, cases): When the potenti-al for iriidvertent

4 F tr4.sfer of critical technology is considered to be high, Defense shzail
fcormL late an"J rzcor:-end to the responsibie agencies restrictions on the
a'rount, ctn or kind of interpersonal exchange in a given transaction.

Visitar con-ro! nmecharii-ms within the Department of Defense will b,_ im~proved.

The Department of Defense, in coordination with otaicr Depairtments and
Agencies. shahi identif#y and miintain a continuously Updated list of spa-
cific cri~ica! technologies and/or end products whosc e:.:port s.hould be
restrirtatd .:o: reasons of n.,tionA~ security. This list and its updates
Kil;: -e comm.unicated to Oepartments responsible-for administcring US ex-
port controls. It is recognized that these- list items wiil be time-depen
dent. Appropriate items will be added and/or deleted from the l.Lqt as

t i me goes by.

I n c oor d ina t ion w ith and -,ssi s'.cd by th e i n t lIfg t:nc c- comraun ity,I Defe ns e w ill unde rt31Ke to i rrp rove th c i nfc, ria t ion a nd da ta ba s t pe rt aining



to tcchnolugy transfer by studying in greater de.pth and on a continuous.2
basis sclectcd aspect!. of US tf-chnology tran:.fern ovitr time, in ord,.tr to
Sasc-rtain their inpa.t on the. mil itary capal-tl ities of potential advr.;arie d a

L and on critical US lead-times.

In the interagency arena. Defense. will propose and support means by
which national security considerations can be taken fully into account

"f from thle beginni'ng stages ofj any international project-, having the

potential of promoting the transfer- of critical technologies.

The Department of Deýfense will propose and support means of i prov i i
interagency ccmrunication and coordination on matters of export controli.
and technology transfers in order to help achieve adequate and appropriazeI Interagency coordination in the..e areas.

~7
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"1 [APPENDIX C

b. Executive Order 12002, July 7, 1977, 42 F.R. 35623

An•ni[ NIxSTRATION OF TIMEXI'uirT AI)EXO INITIL\roN A••r OF 1969. .s

By virtue of lie authority vested in me by the Constitution and
statutes of the United States of America, including the Export Ad-
ministration Act of 19G9. as amended (50 U.S.C. App. 2401, et seq.),
and as President of the United States of America it is hereby ordered
as follows:SSection 1. Except as provided in Section 2. the power. authority,
and discretion conferred UpOn the President by the provisions of the

j' Export Administration Act of 1969, as amended (50 U.S.C. App.
2401, et seq.), hereinafter referred to as the Act, are delegated to the
Secretary of Commerce, with the power of successive redelegation.

Sec. 2. (a) The power, authority and discretion conferred upon theI President in Sections 4(h) and 4(l) of the Act are retained by the
President.

"(b) The power, authority and discretion conferred upon the Presi-
dent in Section 3(8) of the Act, which directs that every reasonable
effort be made to secure the removal or reduction of assistance by for-Is eign countries to international terrorists through cooperation and
agreement, are delegated to the Secretary of State, with the power
of successive redelegation.

Sec. 3. The Export Administration Review Board, hereinafter re-I ferred to as the Board, which was established by Executive Order
SNo. 11533 of June 4, 1970. as amended, is hereby continued. The Board

shall continue to have as members the Secretary of Commerce, who
shall be Chairman of the Board. the Secretary of State, the Secretary

-• •of Defense, and the Chairman of the East-West Foreign Trade Board
(Section 7 of Executive Order No. 11846, as amended). No aitrnative

• ! Board members shall be designated, but the acting head of any depart-
ment may serve in lieu of the head of the concerned department. In1 the case of the East-W, est Foreign Trade Board, the Deputy Chairman

j " or the Executive Secretary may serve in lieu of the Chairman. The
Board may invite the heads of other United States Government de-
partments or other than the agencies represented by Board
members, to participate in the activities of the Board when matters
of interest to such departments or agencies are under consideration.

Sec. 4. The Secretary of Commerce may from time to time refer to
"the Board such particular export license matters, involving questions
of national security or other major policy issues, as the Secretary shall
select. The Secretary of Commerce shall also refer to the Board any
other such export license matter, upon the request of any other member
of the Board or of the head of any other United States Government
department or agency having any interest in such matter. The Board
shall consider the matters so referred to it, giving due consideration to
the foreign policy of tl.z United States, the national security, and the

I While the ExIort Admlill-trntlon Act of 1119) expired oil Septeiember :3. 11179. It wnsr.,nccd by the Nxport Ad hidItratlc': Act of M1t71. •ectlont 21 of tlia 1!!711 Act lrovlded
tint nil orders 4 I whicha Aohld Iticlailc this e.ecuetiti order) I~sued taua herr til," It11(9 Act aiilnd
which "l e Iti forn, tin tihe effict lve dnt. ' of tihe 111711 Act. woulhild cimothi Ila e'nffect tlltil
modifilfd e.d. et n•dde. or revol-ed.
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domestic economy, and shall make recommendation thereon to the
Secretary of Commerce.

Sec. 5. The President may at any time (a) prescribe rules and
regulations applicable to the power, authority, and discretion referred
to in this Order, and (b) communicate to the Secretary of Commerce

* "such specific directives applicable thereto as the President shall deter-
:. mne. The Secretarv of Comwirce shall from time to time report to
"the President upon the administration of the Act and, as the Secretary
deems necessary, may refer to the Presideit recommendations made by
the Board under Section 4 of this Order. N'either the provisions of this
section nor those of Section 4 shall be construed as limiting the pro-
visions of Section I of this Order.

See. 6. All delegations, rules, regulations, orders, licenses, and other
forms of administrative action made, issued, or otherwise taken under,
or continued in existence by, the Executive orders revoked in Section 7

:. "€of this Order, and not revoked administratively or legislatively,-shall
remain in full force and effect under this Order until amended, modi-
fled, or terminated by proper authority. The revocations in Section 7

1 of this Order shall not affect any violation of any rules, regulations,
orders, licenses or other forms of administrative action under those
Orders during the period those Orders were in effect.

Sec. 7. Executive Order No. 11533 of June 4, 1970, Executive Order
No. 11683 of August 29,1972, Executive Order No. 11798 of August 14,

M974, Executive Order No. 11S18 of November 5. 1974. Executive
Order No. 11907 of March 1. 1976, and Executive Order No. ]1940 of
September 30,1976 are hereby revoked.

i
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APPENDIX D

Arms Export Control Act of 1976, As AMended

kKey Sections)

I
"I

Section 1. "It is the sense of Congress that all such sales
be approved only when they are consistent with the foreign
policy interests of the United States, the purposes of the
foreign assistance program of the United States as embodied,
"in the Foreign Assistance Act of 2961, as amended, the extent
and character of the military requirements, and the economici. and financial capability of the recipient country, with
particular regard being given, where appropriate, to proper

balance among such sales, grant military assistance, and
economic assistance as well as to the impact of the sales
on programs of social and economic development and on existing
"or incipient arms races."

(Arms sales should be consistent with foreign policy
Sitinterests and take into account the financial and

"economic capability of the receiving country as well
as the impacts on arms races.)

Section 3. "Eligibility - (a) No defense article or defense
service shall be sold by the United States Government under this.
Act to any country or international organization-unless -

(1) The President finds that the furnishing of defense
services to such country or international organization will
strengthen the security of the United States and promote
world peace;

r (2) the country or international organization shall have

agreed not to transfer title to, or possession of, any defense
article or related training or other defense service so furnished
to it to anyone not an officer, employee,or agent of that

Scountry or international organization and not to use or permit
the use of such article or related training or other defense
service for purposes other than those for which furnished unless
the consent of the President has first been obtained;



(3) the country or international organization shall have
"agreed that it will maintain the security of such article
and will provide substantially the same degree of security
protection afforded to such article by the United States
Government; and

(4) the country or international organization is otherwise
eligible to purchase defense articles or defense services."

* (For sales under this Act the President must make a positive
finding that the °acurity of the United States will be

- strengthened. In addition the receiving country must agree
(1) to maintain the security of the articles of sale and (2)
not to retransfer the articles without U.S. Presidential
approval.)

Section 4. "Purposes for Which Military Sales by the United
States Are Authorized - Defense articles and defense services
shall be sold by the United States Government under this Act
to friendly countries solely for internal security, for
legitimate self-defense, to permit the recipient country to
participate in regional or collective arrangements or measures
consistent with the Charter of the United Nations, or otherwise
to permit the recipient country to participate in collective
measures requested by the United Nations for the purpose .of
maintaining or restoring international peace and security, or
for the purpose of enabling foreign military forces in less
developed friendly countries to construct public works and to
engage in other activities helpful to the economic and social
development of such friendly countries."

"Section 36(b)(1). "In the case of any letter of offer to sell any
defense articles or services under this Act for $25,0C0,000 or
more, or any major defense equipment for $7,000,000 or more, before

"i Alsuch letter of offer is issued, the President shall submit to the
Speaker of the House of Representatives and to the Chairman on
Foreign Relations of the Senate a numbered certification with
respect to such offer to sell . . . In addition, the President
shall, upon the request of such committee or the Committee on

I International Relations of the House of Representatives, transmit
promptly to both such committees a statement setting forth, to
the extent specified in such request -

(D) an analysis of the arms control impact pertinent
to such offer to sell, prepared in consultation with[" the Secretary of Defense;

(F) in analysis by the President of the impact of the
proposed sale on the military stoaks and the military
preparedness of the United States;
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(K) an analysis of the extent to which comparable kinds and
* amounts of defense articles or services are available from

other. countries ;"

Section 36(c). "In the case of an application by a person (other
than with regard to a sale under section 21 or section 22 of this
Act) for a license for the export of any major defense equipment sold

[_ under a contract in the amount of $7,000,000 or more or of defense
articles or defense services sold under a contract in the amount
of $25,000,000 or more, not less than 30 days before issuing such
license the President shall transmit to the Speaker of the House of

S L• Representatives and to the chairman of the Comnittee on Foreign

Relations of the Senate an unclassified numbered certification
with respect to such application specifying (1) the foreign country
or international organization to which such export will be made, (2)
the dollar amount of the items to be exported, and (3) a description
of the items to be exported. In addition, the President shall, upon
the request of such committee or the Committee on international Relations

of the House of Representatives, transmit promptly to both such
committees a statement setting forth, to the extent specified in such
request a description of the capabilities of the items to be exported,
an estimate of the total number of United States personnel expected
to be needed in the foreign country concerned in connection with the
items to be exported and an analysis of the arms control impact
pertinent to such application, prepared in consultation with the
Secretary of Defense. A certification transmitted pursuant to this
Sslbsection shall be unclassified, except that the information
specified in paragraph (3) may be classified if the public disclosure
thereof would be clearly detrimental to the security of the United
States."

Section 36(d) "In the case of an approval under section 38 of this
Act of a United States commercial technical assistance or manu-
facturing licensing agreement for or in a country not & member of
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization which involves the manu-
facture abroad of any item of significant combat equipment on the
United States Munitions List, before such approval is given, the
President shall submit a certification with respect to such proposed
commercial agreement in a manner similar to tne certification
required under subsection (c) containing comparable information,
except that the last sentence of such subsection shall not apply to
certifications submitted pursuant to this subsection."

[('The above portions of section 36 indicate what the Executive
Branch must be prepared to submit to the Congress with regard
to arms control impacts, effects on U.S. military preparedness,[ the availability of comparable equipment from other countries, and
the number of U.S. personnel needed in the foreign country inthe
event of a proposed major sale of defense articles, services,
equipment, technical assistance, or manufacturing licensing agreement.)
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of the United States, the President is authorized to control the
* import and the export of defense articles and defense services and

to provide foreign policy guidance to persons of the United States
involved in the export and import of such articles and services.
The President is authorized to designate those items which shall be
considered as defense articles and defense services for the purposes
of this section and to promulgate regulations for the import and export
of such articles and services. The items so designated shall constitute
the United States Munitions List."

(Section 38 was added by Section 212(a)(1) of the International

Security Assistance and Arms Export Control Act of 1976 and Section
414 of the Mutual Security Act of 1954 was repealed by the same act.'

Section 42. "General Provisions - (a) In carrying out this Act,
special emphasis shall be placed on procurement in the United States,
but, subject to the provisions of subsection (b) of this section, con-
sideration shall also be given to coproduction or licensed production

"1 outside the United States of defense articles of United States origin
when such production best serVes the foreign policy, national security,
and economy of the United States. In evaluating any sale proposed to

4 * be made pursuant to this Act, there shall be taken into consideration
(1) the extent to which the proposed sale damages or infringes upon
licensing arrangements whereby United States entities have granted
licenses for the manufacture of the defense articles selected by the
purchasing country to entities located in friendly foreign countries,
which licenses result in financial returns to the United States, (2)
the portion of the defense articles so manufactured which is of
United States origin, and (3) in coordination with the Director of the1 United States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, the Director's
opinion as to the extent to which such sale might contribute to an
arms race, or increase the possibility of outbreak or escalation of
conflict, or prejudice the development of bilateral or multilateral
arms control arrangements."i4
(Section 42 emphasizes that the act covers coproduction and licensed
production of defense articles outside the United States as well
as direct sales.)

Section 212 (b)(1) "Section 414 of the Mutual Security Act of 1954 is
repealed. Any reference to such section shall be deemed to be a
reference to section 38 of the Armns Export Contrul Act and any reference
to licenses issued under section 38 of the Arms Export Control Act shall

* be deemed to include a reference to licenses issued under section 414
of the Mutual Security Act of 1954."
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Section 212 (b)(2) "All determinations, authorizations, regulations,
orders, contracts, agreements, and other actions issued, 'undertaken,
or entered into under section 414 of the Mutual Security Act of 1954J shall continue in full force and effect until modified, revoked, or

* 1 superseded by appropriate authority."

(This section of the 1976 act repealed Section 414 of the Mutual
Security Act of 1954 but not past actions taken under that section
"of the 1954 act.)
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APPENDIX E

Executive Order No. 11958, January 18, 1977

Cl) Those untder Section 38 of the Act (,section 27/78

Ex. Ord: No. 11958. Jan. 18. 1977. 42 P.R. 4311. pro. of this titlel:

vided:
By virtue of the authority vested in me by the Con- (1) to the Secretary of State. except as otherlsie

stitution and statutes of the United States of America. prov-ded in this subsection. Designations. ineliding

including the Arm:; Export Control Act. as amended changes in designations. by the Secretary of State of

(22 U.S.C. 2751 et seq.), and Section 301 of Title 3 of ttems or c'tegories of items t hieh shall he eodi-ii'c
* the United States Code. and as President of the as defense articles and defense service.- subject to

United States of America. it is hereby ordered as fol- export control under Section 38 shall have the concur-
lows: rence of the Secretary of Defense:

SgcrioN 1. Delegation of Functions. The following (2) to the Secretary of thie Treasury. to the extent
functions conferred upon the President by the Arms they relate to tile control of the import of defense ar-
Export Control Act (22 U.S.C. 2751 et seq.). herein- ticles and defense services. In carrying out such fune-
after referred to as the Act. are delegated as follows: tions. the Secretary of the Treasury shall be guided by

(a) Those under Section 3 of the Act (section 2753 of the views of the Secretary of State on matters affect-
this title], with tile exception of subsections (a)(1). (b). ing world peace, and the external security and foreign
(c)(3) and (c)(4). to the Secretary of State- Provided. policy of tile United States. Designations including
That the Secretary of State. in the implementation of changes in designations, by the Secretary of the Trea.
the functions delegated to him under Sections 3(a) sury of items or categories of items which shall be con-
and (d) of the Act. is authorized to find. in the case of sidered as defense articles and defen.se services subject
a proposed transfer of a defense articles or related to Import control under Section 38 of the Act (section
training or other defense service by a foreign country 2778 of this title] shall have the concurrence of the
or international organization not otherwise eligible Secretary of State and the Secretary of Defense:
under Section 3(a)(1) of the Act. whether the pro- (3) to the Secretary of Commerce. to carry out on
posed transfer will strengthen the security of the behalf of the Secretary of State. to the extent such
United States and promote world peace, functions involve Section 38(e) of the Act (section

(b) Those under Section 5 (section 2755 of this title] 2778(e) of this title) aad are agreed to by the Secre-
to the Secretary of State. tary of State and the Secretary of Commerce.

(c) Those under Section 21 of the Act (section 2761 (m) Those under Section 39(b) of the Act (section
of this title], with the exception of the last sentence 2779(b) of this title) to the Secretary of State. In car-
of subsection (d) and all of snbsection (h). to the Sec. rying out such functions, the Secretary of State shall
retary of Defense. consult with the Secretary of Defense as may be nec-

(d) Those under Section 22(a) of the Act [section essary to avoid interference in the application of De.
- 2762(a) of this title' to tl-c Secretary of Defense. partment of Defense regulations to sales made under

(c) Those under Section 23 of the Act (section 2763 Section 22 of the Act (section 2762 of this title).
of this title], with the exception of the functions of (n) Those under Sections 42(c) and Mf) of the Act
certifying a rate of interest to the Congress as pro- (section 2791(c) and (f) of this title) to the Secretary
vided by paragraph (2) of that Section. to the Secre- of Defense.
tary of Defense. SEC. 2. Coordination. (a) In addition to the specific

Mf) Those under Section 24 of the Act (section 2764 provisions of Section 1 of this Order. the Secretary of
of this title] tn the Secretary of Defense. State and the Secretary of Defense, in carrying out

"(g) Those under Section 25 of the Act (section 2765 the functions delegated to them under this Order.
of this title] to the Secretary of State. The Secretary shall consult with each other and with the heads of

t of Defense and the Director of the Arms Control and other departments and agencies, including the Secre-
Disarmament Agency. within their respective areas of tary of the Treasury. the Administrator of the Agency
responsibility, shall assist the Secretary of State in for International Development. and the Director of
the preparation of materials for presentation to the the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency. on mat-
Congress under that Section. ters pertaining to their responsibilities.

(h) Those under Section 34 of the Act (section 2774 (b) In accordance with Section 2(b) of the Act (see.
.h] of this title] to the Secretary of State. To the extent tion 2752(b) of this title] and under the directions of

the standards and criteria for credit and guaranty the President, the Secretary of State. taking Into ac-
transactions are based upon national security and fi- count other United States activities abroad, shall be
nancial policies, the Secretary of State st %11 obtain responsible for the continuous supervision and general
the prior concurrence of the Secretary of Defense and direction of sales and exports under the Act. including
the Secretary of the Treasury. respectively, but not limited to. the negotiation, conclusion, and

(i) Those under Section 35(a) of the Act (section termination of international, agreements, and deter-
2775(a) of this title) to the Secretary of State. mining whether there shall be a sale to a country and

C) Those under Sections 36(a) and 36(b)(1) of the the amount thereof. and whether there shall be deliv-
Act (section 2776(a) and (b)(1) of this title), except ery or other performance under such sale or export, to
with respect to the certification of an emergency as the end tuat sales and exports are integrated with
provided by subsection (b)(1). to the Secretary of De. other United StatC3 activities and the foreign policy of
fense. The Secretary of Defense, In the Implementa- the United States is best served thereby.
tion of the functions delegated to him under Sections SEc. 3. Allocation of Funds. Funds appropriated to
36(a) and (b)(1) shall consult with the Secretary of the President for carrying out the Act shall be deemed
State. who shall, with respect to matters related to to be allocated to the Secretary of Defense without
subparagraphs (D) and (I) of Section 36(b)(1). consult any further action of the President.
with the Director of the Arms Control and Disarina- SEc. 4. Revocation. Executive Order No. 11501. as
ment Agency. With respect to those functions under amt-nded. Is revoked: except that, to the extenit consis-
Sections 36(a)(5) and (6). the Secretary of Defense tent with this Order. all detetrninations. authors.1-
shall con.ult with the Director of the Office of Man. tions, regulations, rulings. certificat's, ord'r, direc-
agellneit and Budget. tives. contracts,. agr'ements,. aikd other ac'ions insmde,

Wk) Those inder Sections 36(c) and (d) of the Act issued, taken or entered Into under tle provisions of
(section 2776(c) and (d) of this title] to the Secretary Executive Order No. 11501. aWs amended, and not r.-
of State. yoked, superseded or otherwlige made Inapplicable,

"shall continue in full force and effcct.until amended.
modified or terminated by appropriate authority.

S iGERALD R. FORD.
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-. APPENDIX F

International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR)

j The ITAR is not included since it is presently undergoing revision and,

will not be published in a final form until early Spring, 1981.
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S L APPENDIX G

L
National Policy and Procedures for the Disclosure of Classified

Military Information to Foreign Nationals and International Organizations

* (National Disclosure Policy, NDP-1/11)

This document is classified and is thus not. included in. this report.

j J~.
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L APPENDIX 11

December 11, 1962
, NUMBE 2030..4

Department of Defense Directive

SUBJECT DoD Support for the Strategic Trade Control Program

Refs: (a) Export Control Act of 1949 (63 Stat. 7), as amended
(50 U.S.C. App. 2020-2032)

(b) Mutual Defense Assistance Control Act of 1951, as
amended

' (a) Executive Order 10945., "Administration of the lExport
Control Act of 1949.," dated May 24, 1961

I. PURPOSE

This Directive sets forth policies governing lparticipation
by the Department of Defense in the Strategic Trade Control
"Program, and assigns responsibility for coordination of the
"Program's requirements for DOD technical and intelligence
support.41 * II. APPIZCABIIMTY

The povisions of this Directive apply to all components of
.J1 V the Department of Defense.

• A. Effective trade controls depend in large measure on •:- 1L readily available technical data, intelligence, and other

A i.formation from cthich decisions are made as to the

strategic importance of materials and equilrnent which
might be exported from the free world into the Sino-
Soviket Bloc and. other prohibited destinations. Such

Sdata, for the most part, is furnished to the Government
by the Military Departments and other components of the

"[ DOD, and by DOD contractors.

Vi,



B. Unilateral controls maintained by the United States derive
chief3ly from the Export Control Act of 1949 (ref. (a)), admin-
istered by the Secretary of Conmerce. DOD participation in
the unilateral U.S. control- system is requircd by xcccutive
Order 109145 (ref. (c)), under which the Export Control Review
Board was established, with the Secretary of Defense as a. member.

Ie

F 1• C. International controls derive chiefly from the Mutual Defense

.Assistance Control Act of 1951, as amended, (ref. (b)), admin-
istered by the Secretary of State. DOD participation in the
international control system is provided for in Section 103(a)

I :of (ref. (b)).

IV. POLICY

A. The United States has established trade controls for the purpose
of restricting the movement from the free world to the Sino-
Soviet Bloc (or to any nation or group of nations threatening
the national security of the U.S.) of military equi!rent and
supplies, and of such other materials, equipment and- technology
as are determined to be strategic by virtue of their potential
contribution to the military or economic strength of such coun-
tries.

B. DOD participation in the Strategic Trade Control Program shall
be in conformance with the (1) legislative acts and executive
order cited in refs. (a), (b), and (c), and (2) national policy
objectives, and shall be coordinated so as to insure the most
effective use of DOD technical advice and guidance, intelligence
and other data, and such other support as may be appropriate.

C. DOD determinations ,ith respect to the military and strategic
importance of items coming under review in the Trade Control
Program shall be governed uy the criteria established for this
purpose in interdepartmental and international agreements.

I V. RESPONSIBlIaTIES

A. The Assistant Secretary of Defense (International Security
Affairs) shall be responsible for implementation of the poli-

Sdces established in Section IV hereof, and for coordination
of DOD support of the Strategic Trade Control Program.

IH-
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SB. The 1.1ilitary Departments and other Com'ponents of the DOD con-

cerned shall establish points of contact to facilitate (1) tech-

nical level participaition with the OASD(ISA), and (2) the fur-

nishing of technical data, intelligence, and other information

required for arriving at decisions as to the strategic impor-

tance of materials, and the effective enforcement of the program.

VIE. 14P1 IMIATION AID EFF IVE DA.ME

Two copies of implementing regalations and/or Directives shall be

forwarded to the Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA idthin thirty

(30) days. This Directive is effective immediately.

Deputy Secretary of Defense

I
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APPENDIX I

x00. March 10, 19T0
NUMBER 5030. 28

'4~ )JASD(71SA)

Department of Defense Directive

4 SUBJECTMunitions Control Procedures for U.S. Munitioi." List Export
~ License Applications Referred to DoD by Department of State

Ref s.: (a) Section 414, Mutual Security Act of 1954, as amended
(Title 22, United States 3ode, Section 1934)

(b) Section 105, Executive Order 3.0973, November 3, 1961
(3 CFR, 1961, Supp., p. 131)

(c) International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR),
Department of State, Revised August 1969 (22 CFR,
Chapter I, Subehapter M)

(d) .ational Policy and Procedures for the Disclosure ofI Classified Military Inf-ormation to Foreign Nationals

and International Organizations (National Disclosure
Policy, NDP-Il), December 17, 1969.

(e) Armed Services Procurement Regulation

(f) DoD Directive 5030.28, subject as above, February 20,
1964 (hereby cancelled)

I. REISSUANCE AWD PURPOSE

This Directive updates reference (f) which is hereby superseded
Sand cancelled. It delineates requirements and responsibilities

_ Lof the Assistant Secretary of Defense (International Security
Affairs), the Director of Defense Research and Engineering, the
Military Departments, the Joint Chieis of Staff, and other DoD
components for reviewirg and presenting the DepartmenV's posi-
tion to the Department of State on munitions export license
applications referred to the Department of tefense under the

I provisions of References (a), (b), (c), and (d) above.

-II. APPLICABILITY

SJJ The provisions of this Directive apply to all components of the
Department of Defense.
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Ill. SCOPE AND Dn-n TfION

Hunitiona control procedures concern those requests from U.S.
firms or other entities, for Department of State export ]icenno
or approval, referred to the Department of Defense as numbc-red
munitions cases, for concurrence or reco:mmendations. Such
requests pertain to defense artic3es or services as described
in the U.S. Munitions List and enumerated in the International
Traffic in Arms Regulations, Department of State. These

I articles are designated as arms, azmunition and iwplet::.ents of
S |war, and may consist of manufacturing license and technical

assistance agreements, materiel, and/or techhical data.i Changes to the Munitions List are effected by the Secretary of
State with the concurrence of the Secretary of Defense. (This

j Directive does not cover materiel or services provided by the
U.S. Government as grant military assistance or as foreign

! 1 military sales.)
IV. POLICY AN•D RSPONSIBILTfh3S

* It is the policy of the Department of Defense consistent with

overall national policy and the protection of security interests
of the U.S. to permit the export to friendly nations of munitions
-articles and services and related technical data including manu-
facturing license and technical assistance agreements.

"A. The Assistant Secretary of Defense (International Security7K Affairs) or his designee for this purpose will:

1. Develop programs, in conjunction with the Department
of State, to facilitate the processing of munitions

SL cases expeditiously and efficiently.

2. Administer and manage the program within the DoD.

3. Provide policy guidance to the Military Departments,
the Office of the Director of Defense Research and
Engineering, and other DoD components, as required,4 concerning the review of munitions cases and- related
actions.

4. Establish the DoD position on munitions cases.

B. In accordance with References (a), (b), (c), and (d), and
Paragraph IV.A. above, the Military Departments, ODDR&E
and applicable DoD components:

I.1
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IV"B. Mh, J .1, (O !)

Continuation of IV.B..

1. Will. dIcsJI.ate a sing•e point of contact to cotniiu-

nicate with ASD(ISA) on munitions case.; and related
actions.

2. Will provide ASD(ISA) with a department or component
recommendation regarding each munitions case referred
by the Departtmaent of -tate for action.

3. May comunicate with the Office of Muniti6ns Control,
* Department of State, on administrative matters relating

to munitions cases under departmental review, providinug
.1 [ASD(ISA) copies of correspondence as appropriate.

4. May request the Organization of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff to provide recon-mendations on military security
matters in those cases where definitive policy guidance

a 'has not been established.

5. Will complete staffing on munitions cases, and return
them to the ASD(ISA) within twenty (20) working days
from the date of receipt. Internal procedures will be
established to assure meeting this suspense.

C C. The Military Departments, the JCS, DDR&E, and other DoD
components concerned will provide recommendations to the
ASD(ISA), taking into consideration the following factors:

i-' I1. -Identification of materiel or data and its r.nd-use.
2. Security policy interests and/or implications, including

"the current security classification, if any, of the item
1 involved. In this connection) export applications con-

cerning materiel or weapon systems- will be reviewed to
determine whether a resultant sa:e of the item(s) or

J [ system(s) although perhaps unclassified, would require
I the disclosure of classified information at a later
: fldate for operation, maintenance,- or production. If

"disclosure of classified information will be required,
the case will be considered in accordence with the

Sguidance in TDFP-I (reference (d)), and on the basis of
t the highest classification.

3- Military advantr.ge or detriment to the U.S., and impac"t
on U.S. Government policy, including consistency with

zmilitary objectives, plans, and operational requirements..

1
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I Continuation of IV.C.

4. Copyright, patent, and/or other proprietary rights
involved, and the U.S. Government interest therein.

5. Impact on military assistance prograntws, sales, loans
or grants, co-development, co-production, and data
exchange agreements.

6. Impact on DoD research and development, production,
procurement and supply for United States Anred Forces,
including whether use of United States Government-owned
tooling or industrial facilities is involved. In those
cases where export of materiel or services may have an
adverse effect on the logistic support of U.S. forces
or the U.S. production base, a statement describing
this effect will also be provided. Normally, the
Military Departments will be responsible for bringing
such cases to the attention of OASD(I&L).

j'. Significance of the specific item proposed for export
in relation to the state-of-the-art or advanced tech-
nology. Relationship of proposed export to techno-
logical developments or programs in the country of
destination and the latter's capability to operate and
maintain the equipment or utilize the data.

8. Conformance wiith the Armed Services Procurement Regu-. lation (reference (e)), the Ln~ternational Traffic in

Arms Regulations (reference (c)), the NDP-I (reference
"(d)), the National Security Decision Memoranda, etc.

All munitions cases will be examined carefully against
the criteria set forth in O•P-1 (reference (d)) to
insure that approval of unclassified munitions cases
will not inadvertently commit the United States to a
future release of classified information or materiel.
The exportation of unclassified information or materiel

to classified items will be approved only after
approval by the originating department or agency to

release such related classified items as may later be
required. If classified end items of equipment or
technical data are identified as ultimately being

tz involved in an application originated as an unclassified
munitions case, the following will apply:

a. Within the Limits of NDP-!

(i) The DoD component reviewing the request will
i bring this matter to the attention of ASD(ISA)..

I.
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Continuation of IV.C.8.a.. 5030.26

(2) The D6D conponent concurring in such request
will also certify that the eventual dis;clo:;ure
of classified infonmation ineets the criteria of
"the NDP-I (reference (d)). (ITPE: Concurrutmo,
in sucet cases Indlcates that the DOD um•pornt

f has considered all classified ond items or dat;t
L involved and is prepared to approve their r;ee:t;:.)

I [b. Exceed Limits of ODP-I. If the eventual disc3o:;ure ot"[ classified information exceeds, the limits set forthi i,
NDP-l (reference (d)), DoD components will either:

"(1) notify the ASD(ISA) specificailly where the pVo,]icy
has been exceeded arid forýard an accompanying
state.ment that the DoD cco.ponent does not wish

to sponsor the required exception; or

(2) forward an interifm reply to the ASD(ISA) if
wishing to sponsor the exception, irdicating thatb itl the DoD component-sponsored request for exception
to the Na-tional Disclosure Policy is being'acted

on by the National Disclosure Policy Coamuitteeh(IDPC) (see reference (d)). Inter.im disclosures -of

- .related UNCTA SSI7 ) in::For.ation or information of
a lower cla'lsification level will not be authorized.,
pending resolution of the case by the 'NDPC.

V. EFEPIlrE DATEAI A!D T-=EiA~O

This Directive is effective i=_nediately. Two (2) copies of each
-j L Simplementing document will be forwarded to the Assistant Secretary

of Defense (International Security Affairs) wi hin thirty (30)
days.

De-Ip y Secretary of Defense

IJi
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19 May 1979

""..I.EMORANDUM FOR Under Secretary of Defense for Research
and Engineering

Assistant Secretary of Defcnse (1ntern-tieal
Security Affairs)

Deputy. Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Administration), OASD(C)1 SUBJECT: Export of Technology and Technology Products

For some time Secretary Brown and I have been reviewing
:f Department of Defense policy responsibilities, organizational

structures, and management arrangements for controlling the
export of technology and technology products, including
COCOM, to foreign nations

SUnder current arrangements7, key functions and responsi-
bilities are fragmented among several organizations t-ithin
the Office of the Secretary of Defense. !road policy-and
political considerations and the processing of export
requests are assigned to several offices within the
ASD(International Security Affairs). Technological

.at matters are assigned to" two separate offices within the
USD(Research and Engineering).

I believe it is essential that we strengthen both the
policy and operating aspects of this program. Accor'dingly,-
I have decided that the following realignment should occur:

E -Policy and political considerations will: be
centralized in one office within the ASD(International
."Security Affairs).

H .- Technological matters and the processing and
coordinationý of export requests will be consolidated
"within a new Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for
,e•-earch and Engi neering (Technology Tra le). This o.Efice
---:ill alzo serve as the DaD 'ocal point on all aspects

- in, pert technology, in ]u',i.-' -COCO.M, w;ith the V .'rt-e.t[ (.. 3.:.t? ~and o ther Federal a-enziz ..
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The USi(nrii) in coordination with .kSD(ISA) and the IMASI)(A)
1should prepare an imnplementation plan to be. stubmitted to i.e

before -June 30. The plan should consider:

a) dual-uses military technology and produictt;"

Lb) all categories of munitions;

c) FMS cases;

d) international S'T agreements, national disclosure

• I policy issues;

L e) responsibilitie" of DoD in this area regarding
appearances in Congress, COCOM discussions,
interagency and White House Boards and Councils;

f) foreign policy issues related to technology

transfer (e.g., third country sales);

g) NATO technical issues (e:g., RSI) and propose c
clear and unequivocal assigrmment of responsibilities.

SDisagreements should be recorded and referred to -me for
resolution.

Personnel ceilings and assignments must be defined, space

problems resolved.

"No increase in the presently authorized personnel ceilings will
be acceptable.

Charles W. Duncan, Jr
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